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Abstract
Contemporary decision support and information systems have been fundamental to the smooth operation and growth of successful businesses across
the globe for over two decades now. Data warehousing and OLAP are at the
core of these systems and have been instrumental in encyclopedic data analysis in multifarious domains like manufacturing industry, retail sector, nancial
services, transportation, telecommunications, utilities, healthcare, education,
research and government. With the emergence of new data problems and domains e.g., spatial, sequence and multimedia data etc., data warehouse systems
the underlying technology, methods and techniques have been extended
to provide the same standard performance they are known for.
A relatively new problem domain is that of social media that has shaped the
last couple of years of the 21

st

century. The revolution social media has brought

about, has impacted almost all walks of life. The ever expanding Internet and
cheap hand-held electronic devices have contributed to the popularity of social
media and have added millions of users to these web sites. Social media have
been playing an important role in politics, disasters, sports, entertainment,
health, education, government and business domain. These websites exist by
the virtue of users and their activity. The user-generated content on these sites
amounts to huge volumes and is generated at high pace and attracts research
and commercial interests of many.
The aim of this thesis is to extend the OLAP framework for social media
analysis and to provide enabling environment for social business intelligence.
Data warehouses and OLAP operate on strictly structured data objects and
the pre-established relationships among these objects in order to provide multidimensional analysis eciently. While data originating from social media is
semi-structured and unstructured and exhibit a degree of dynamism. In this
thesis, we bridge the gap between OLAP and social media by enabling the
former to operate and deal with the latter by proposing a set of methods from
modeling, to storing and querying user-generated data on the social media.
We survey the data models of the social media and propose the corresponding transformations in the multidimensional data modeling landscape. Specifically, we obtained the multidimensional view of the data originating from
social media based on the metadata. The underlying dataset is enriched by
using numerous methods from Natural Language Processing, Text Mining and

Data Mining.

These methods include language detection, sentiment analy-

sis, named entity recognition, topic extraction and the classical data mining
algorithms like classication and clustering.

The outcome of these methods

include objects like facts, dimensions, dimensional hierarchies, hierarchy levels
and cubes. We resorted to the

X -DFM

(Extended Dimensional Fact) Mod-

eling as it supports data modeling of the newly discovered and dynamic data
elements in the dimensionality landscape.
Dimensionality modeling is based on the static dimensions and changing
facts principle, however, social media pose the challenge of even changing dimension. We investigate proposals in the literature on storing, maintaining
and querying such dynamic dimensions. Our recommendations are based on
slowly changing dimensions (SCD) and argue it's applicability with the help
of examples. We further propose a three layered business intelligence framework that obtains data from social media and stores it in the data warehouse
along with the enterprise business data. The user-generated content from social media undergoes semantic enrichment and is then modeled in accordance
with the OLAP standards. Having social media data and enterprise data in
this format, makes provisions for social-medium specic analysis, cross-media
analysis and business analysis with respect to the social media, e.g., Social
OLAP, Social CRM etc.
Taming user-generated data from social media and integrating it into the
OLAP environment allows for multidimensional analysis of social media and
business from useful and newly discovered perspectives.

To the best of our

knowledge, other relevant works only focus on a smaller and targeted problem,
while our work focuses on multiple problems and applications. However, we do
not claim that it covered all aspects of this complex problem and understand
the fact that it is unworkable in a single PhD.

Zusammenfassung
Moderne Informations- und Entscheidungsndungssysteme sind in den letzten zwei Jahrzehnten weltweit unabdingbar für einen reibungslosen Betrieb
und das erfolgreiche Wachstum von Firmen geworden. Data-Warehousing und
OLAP bilden den Kern solcher Systeme und sind instrumental für eine umfangreiche Datenanalyse in vielfältigen Domänen wie Industrie, Handel, Finanzdienste, Logistik, Telekommunikation, Gesundheitssektor, Bildung, Forschung und Verwaltung. Mit der Entstehung neuer Problemstellungen und
Anwendungsgebieten, z.B., geograscher Daten, Sequenzen, Multimeda usw.,
wurden die Data-Warehouse-Systeme sowohl die zugrunde liegende Technologie als auch die Methoden und Techniken entsprechend weiterentwickelt, um
die Standardleistung zu gewähren, welche von solchen Systemen erwartet wird.
Ein relativ neues Problemgebiet sind soziale Medien, welche die letzten Jahre des 21. Jahrhunderts geprägt haben. Die von sozialen Medien hervorgebrachte Revolution prägt fast alle Gesellschaftsschichten auf irgendeine Weise. Das
hochverfügbare Internet und die günstigen tragbaren elektronischen Geräte
haben zur Beliebtheit dieser Medien beigetragen und brachten Millionen über
Millionen Benutzer auf ihre Webseiten. Mittlerweile spielen soziale Medien eine
wichtige Rolle in der Politik, im Katastrophenmanagement, Sport, Unterhaltung, Gesundheitswesen, Bildung, Verwaltung und in der Geschäftswelt. Diese
Webseiten leben dank ihrer Nutzer und deren Aktivität. Das Volumen der
durch die Nutzer generierten Inhalte auf diesen Seiten ist enorm und wächst
in einem hohen Tempo, was ein groÿes Interesse in der Forschung und in der
kommerziellen Verwendung weckt.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, die OLAP-Technologie für die Analyse sozialer Medien zu erweitern und ein Umfeld für soziale Business-Intelligence
zu schaen. Data-Warehousing und OLAP setzen strikt strukturierte Datenobjekte und im Voraus festgelegte Beziehungen zwischen diesen Objekten
voraus, um eine eziente multidimensionale Analyse zu ermöglichen. Daten
aus sozialen Medien sind dagegen semi-strukturiert oder sogar unstrukturiert,
wie z.B. die Benutzermeinungen, und weisen eine gewisse Dynamik auf. Diese
Arbeit schlieÿt die Lücke zwischen OLAP und sozialen Medien, indem OLAP
mit der Fähigkeit ausgestattet wird mit solchen Medien umzugehen. Dies geschieht durch eine Reihe von Methoden, angefangen von der Modellierung bis
hin zur Speicherung und Abfrage nutzergenerierter Daten.

Wir untersuchen das Datenmodell sozialer Medien und schlagen die entsprechenden Transformationen in der Landschaft der multidimensionalen Datenmodellierung vor. Insbesondere erhalten wir eine mehrdimensionale Darstellung der Daten aus sozialen Medien auf der Grundlage der Metadaten. Die
ursprünglich vorhandene Datenmenge wird durch die Anwendung zahlreicher
Methoden aus der Verarbeitung natürlicher Sprache, dem Text-Mining und
dem Data-Mining bereichert. Diese Methoden beinhalten Spracherkennung,
Sentiment-Analyse, Instanz-Erkennung, Themenextraktion und die klassischen
Algorithmen des Data-Mining wie Klassikation und Clustering. Die Ergebnisse dieser Verfahren führen zur Erkennung der Elemente wie Fakten, Dimensionen, Dimensionshierarchien, Hierarchieebenen und Würfel. Wir greifen zum

X -DFM

(das Erweiterte Dimensional-Fakt-Modell), weil dieses Modellierung

neu entdeckter und dynamischer Datenelemente im mehrdimensionalen Raum
unterstützt.
Dimensionale Modellierung basiert auf dem Grundsatz der statischen Dimensionen und den dynamischen Fakten. Jedoch stellen soziale Medien die
Herausforderung zusätzlich dynamische Dimensionen abzubilden. Wir untersuchen die Literatur auf Vorschläge zur Speicherung, Pege und Abfrage von
solchen dynamischen Dimensionen. Unsere Empfehlungen, deren Anwendbarkeit wir mithilfe von Beispielen zeigen, basieren auf dem Konzept von Slowly
Changing Dimensions (SCD). Ferner schlagen wir ein Drei-Schichten-BusinessIntelligence-Rahmenwerk vor, welches Daten aus sozialen Medien entgegennimmt und diese im Data-Warehouse zusammen mit den Geschäftsdaten des
Unternehmens speichert. Die nutzergenerierten Inhalte aus den sozialen Medien werden einer semantischen Anreicherung unterzogen und entsprechend
der OLAP-Standards modelliert. Die Überführung der Daten aus den sozialen
Medien in das Format der Unternehmensdaten schat die Voraussetzungen für
die Analyse bezüglich eines spezischen sozialen Mediums, für Quer-Analysen
über mehrere Medien hinweg und für Business-Analyse in Bezug auf soziale
Medien, z.B., Soziales OLAP, Soziales CRM, usw.
Die Gewinnung von nutzergenerierten Daten aus sozialen Medien und deren Integration in einer OLAP-Umgebung ermöglichen eine mehrdimensionale
Analyse sozialer Medien sowie der Geschäftsdaten aus potenziell nützlicher
und neu gewonnener Perspektiven. Nach unserem besten Wissen, konzentrieren sich andere relevante Arbeiten auf diesem Gebiet eher auf kleinere und
gezielte Problemstellungen während sich diese Arbeit mit mehreren Problem-

stellungen und Anwendungen beschäftigt. Allerdings wird hier kein Anspruch
erhoben, alle Aspekte dieses komplexen Problems vollständig behandelt zu haben, da dieser Anspruch den Rahmen einer einzelnen Doktorarbeit sprengen
würde.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter sets the stage by describing the motivation of the work presented
in this thesis, highlighting the contributions made and providing an outline of
the remainder of the thesis.

1.1

Data Warehousing, OLAP and
Social Media

Data warehousing has been the backbone of decision support systems for over
two decades now. It has been widely accepted and used across the globe in
variety of application domains, such as manufacturing industry, retail sector,
nancial services, transportation, telecommunications, e-commerce, insurance,
utilities, healthcare, education, research and government.

Contributions by

the research community to the data warehousing systems, complimented by
advancement in the relevant hardware technology, have matured these systems
in managing huge volumes of data and providing access to it with matchless
eciency to applications and users. Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is
at the core of data warehouse systems enabling multidimensional analysis of
data. It has seen improvements and extensions across the board with every new
problem domain and data. Multimedia, spatial data, sequence data, text and
streams are recent challenges data warehouse technology was confronted with,
and there are signicant and successful eorts to overcome these challenges.

st

The rst decade of the 21

century is shaped by the extensive popularity

and usage of social media in the internet landscape. Billions of users use social
media for dierent purposes including social networking, blogging, information
sharing, news discovery or any combination of these. Recent events across the

1

2

globe have been characterized by social media. It played an important role in
the wave of political uprisings that started in Tunisia and moved all the way to
Libya, Egypt, Syria and, recently, to the Ukraine. It is similarly used for political elections and campaigns across the globe. Sports, natural calamities and
the rescue and relief eorts as well as other events have been subjects of discussions and actions on social media. Social media have signicantly aected
the way businesses operate. Companies are increasingly using social media for
marketing, CRM, brand reputation, and other crucial business activities.

1.2

Motivation

Data warehousing draws its success from rigidly dened objects, strictly structured data and pre-established relationships among these objects, thereby
achieving matchless performance in dealing with huge volumes of data. The
OLAP technology in a data warehouse is used to perform aggregation-oriented
analysis from multiple dimensions of interest. Social media is yet another interesting domain producing large data volumes that draws the attention of
research and business communities. There is a growing interest in gaining insights to the way social networks operate, their users behave, engage in conversations, express their opinions and inuence others. This involves performing
aggregations across conventional and unconventional dimensions in social media data. Furthermore, businesses can largely benet from this new resource
and market of social media provided the underlying technology and systems of
data warehousing can deal with the challenges of heterogeneous data semistructured and unstructured and the speed at which the data originate from
social media. We propose to use data warehousing systems that are already
in use in many businesses, by enabling them to store, model, operate, and
consume the data from social media.

1.3

Contributions

The summary of contributions made in this thesis in terms of extending the
OLAP technology is as follows.

•

Data warehouse elements, i.e., facts and dimensions with dimensional hierarchies and hierarchy levels are extracted from the semi-structured and
unstructured data of social media. Capitalizing on the semi-structured
data, a mapping into data warehouse elements is performed.

For the

1.3.

Contributions

3

unstructured data (opinions, tweets etc.), we used methods from text
mining to derive hidden elements, such as language, sentiment, entities,
topics, etc. We also present examples of arranging the discovered data
into dimensional hierarchies using internal and external taxonomies.

•

rd

A knowledge feedback loop is introduced between the 3

th

the data warehouse) and the 4

layer (i.e.,

layer (i.e., the analysis) of the data

warehouse architecture. Data classication models generated using data
mining algorithms are translated into rules to exhibit the state and the
shape of the data warehouse elements, such as dimensions and hierarchies. These elements are further useful in

•

discovering

more knowledge.

Data modeling of the evolving data and dynamic structures of the social media is performed using the Extended Dimensional Fact Modeling
notation (x-DFM) as it provides support for modeling the dynamic and
derived elements in the conceptual data warehouse design. An investigation of Slowly Changing Dimensions (SCD) and their variants is presented in order to evaluate the suitability of dynamic elements for the
evolving data of social media.

•

Trends on social media attracts attention of many.

Our work enables

content-oriented analysis that retrieve trends in the underlying dataset

event, person,
trending entities with

from conventional and novel perspectives. The trending

technology, business, food

and hundreds of other

respect to time, geography and with respect to each other are identied
by exploring the cube and selecting the right dimensions.

•

We provide an enabling environment for Social Business Intelligence.
By obtaining and storing multidimensional views of social media data,
we can perform medium-specic and cross-platform social business intelligence. This oers the potential for Social OLAP, Social CRM, and
competitive business intelligence.

4
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Thesis outline

1.4
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Thesis outline

Figure 1.1 graphically represents the research approach this thesis is based on.

1.4.1

Chapter 2: Background

In Chapter 2, an introduction to data warehouse concepts, architectures, social
networks and related work is presented.

It starts with the denition of the

data warehouse, highlights its features, presents a summary of the state of
the art in data warehouse research and shows the wide acceptance of this
technology in the industry with some statistics on its market share. Details
on multidimensional modeling, OLAP, and OLAP operators are given with
relevant examples.

These are followed by the introduction to social media,

social networks and the revolution they have brought about in the Internet
landscape.

A timeline of conception of social networks and their variants

is presented for selected famous platforms.

Social media have applications

in almost every walk of life, domain and sector from personal blogging to
networking and commerce. Today, there are billions of users of these platforms.

1.4.2

Chapter 3: Related Work

Data warehouse systems software and hardware have undergone improvements in the last couple of decades. Extensions have been made to the data
warehouse systems and the OLAP technology to better equip them to deal
with the new emerging problem domains and data.

This chapter provides

that state of the art in data warehouse and OLAP systems. This technology
is under-exploited for analyzing the domain of social media and this is also
reected by the few studies present in the literature. We present the related
works that we found in this direction and we also provide how our work is
dierent from them.
A literature survey on extending the OLAP technology for new domains
and data is presented including social media.

1.4.3

Chapter 4: Extracting Facts and Dimensions
from Social Media Data

The technical challenges that we have at our hands are outlined in the beginning of the chapter followed by the steps and approaches on how to address
these challenges. Foremost, accessing the Twitter's platform and getting the

6

stream of data out of there and storing in a place to than can keep to the
massive speed and volume, at least for the 10% of the data. Dierent APIs
are explained that Twitter oers to access its platform and the data over it.
The data model in the original form is studied for further transformation into
relational and multidimensional data model.
To derive better value from the data of social media, this chapter details
various data enrichment methods, mainly from natural language processing
and the text mining eld. Their outcome is modeled into respective objects
as rst class citizens of the data warehouse.

A ve layer data warehouse

architecture is also proposed and discussed in this chapter.

1.4.4

Chapter 5: Reinforcing OLAP for Social
Media Analysis

Dimensions and dimensional hierarchies are crucial to the OLAP environment
to provide multidimensional aggregation analysis of the data.

Without ap-

propriate aggregation elements, OLAP technology may be under utilized. We
look for such elements in the original semi-structured data from the social
media and readily see some important candidates i.e., date, time, source and
location. Data mining discovers novel and hidden knowledge in the data and
can help make sense out of data. Data mining models are yet another class of
dimensions that provide useful analytical insights to the data. We discuss the
potential of using these dimensions in analyzing social media. External sources
may also have elements that can be exploited in analyzing social media. One
such scenario is arranging users according to their job titles for which we propose to use International Labor Organization (ILO) hierarchical classications
for jobs.
The case of dynamic dimensions for the unavoidable challenge of evolving
and changing data from the social media is presented in this chapter.
the classical dimensional modeling,
are kept

static.

But

change

fact tables

In

are dynamic and dimensions

is a reality and dimensional data also changes

over time motivating the case for dynamic dimensions. For modeling dynamic
dimensions, we use the x-DFM approach as it supports derived and dynamic
elements.

We also investigate various proposals in the literature on how to

implement these dimensions and discuss

Slowly Changing Dimensions

and

their variants to evaluate the suitability of this concept for the evolving data
of social media.
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Chapter 6: Social Business Intelligence

This chapter introduces the emerging domain of Social Business Intelligence.
We propose a three layer Social Business Intelligence framework for bridging
the gap between the Business Intelligence (BI) and the social media domain.
Under this framework, user-generated data along with the associated metadata
is obtained from various social networks via a set of data APIs and stored in
relevant data marts in the data warehouse at the data management layer. At
this layer, the data enrichment component processes the textual user-generated
data for language detection, sentiment analysis, topic extraction and Named
Entity Recognition (NER) enabling multidimensional analysis from the discovered grains. The third layer is the social business application layer where
conventional BI operations as well as social business intelligence operations are
performed.
The chapter discusses in detail the potential of bringing the social media
and business domains together on the canvas of OLAP and provides multiple
data integration methods to achieve social OLAP.

1.4.6

Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future Work

We conclude our thesis with this chapter by drawing a short summary of the
work presented with certain recommendations on extending OLAP for social
media. This chapter also provides possible directions for taking this research
further in future.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter introduces the relevant concepts and terminologies of data warehousing, OLAP and social networks. It discusses the design and implementation architecture options for data warehousing followed by a description of a
few popular and relevant social networks, their growth and usage.

2.1

Data Warehousing

The term

Data warehouse

was rst coined by

W.H. Inmon

in 1992 [Inm92]. In

the following years, data warehousing technology has undergone tremendous
growth and has been playing a key role in supporting decision making in a
variety of application domains [CD97].

The revenue generated by the data

warehousing market is a reection of its widespread application and growth.
The collective revenue of the data warehousing market, including hardware,
database software, and tools was $2 billion in 1995 and $8 billion in 1998
according to

META Group

[CD97]. Figure 2.1 plots the revenue numbers of

data warehousing market from the year 2005 to 2011 generated by sale of the
data warehousing software only [Cor12, Gar07].
W.H. Inmon dened a data warehouse as subject-oriented, integrated,
time-varying, non-volatile collection of data that is used primarily in organizational decision making [Inm92]. These four key features of a data warehouse
are explained in Table 2.1.

Data warehouses have demonstrated competitive business advantages in a
wide spectrum of application domains.

facturing

They have been used in the

manu-

industry for order shipment and customer support [Tod00, CSC04],
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Figure 2.1: Revenue of Data Warehousing Market

retail sector for user proling and inventory management [CP03], in
nancial services by banks and insurance companies for claims analysis,

in the
the

risk analysis, credit card analysis, and fraud detection [SKR98, RK08], in the

transportation for eet management [WWH+ 06, Wan10], in the telecommunications for call analysis and fraud detection [TLN99], in the utilities for
power usage analysis [ZSZ05, WH02], in the healthcare for outcomes analysis
+
[BHS03, WKZ 03], in the education sector for student and sta performance
analysis [MS07, GNW02] and in the government sector for a variety of analyt+
ical jobs [WAW 01, Hon06].

2.1.1

System Architecture

A data warehouse is a specially prepared data repository that is used to support
decision making [WG97]. The data goes through various data pre-processing
stages in order to bring it into a form suitable for decision making.

A sys-

tematic collection of such layers is considered as decision support data infrastructure that is used for multiple, varied decision support purposes [AW10].
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Table 2.1: Data warehouse characteristics according to W.H. Inmon

Characteristic Explanation
Subject-oriented

The data is modeled according to the subject area of the
respective enterprise, and not according to the application
needs of operational systems. The topics of the analysis are
enterprise-specic. Thereby, a proper perspective on the data
from the decision-maker's point of view is provided.

Integrated

The data fed from multiple sources has to undergo extensive
transformations to be brought into a coherent state. The main
challenges here are to ensure consistent formatting, naming,
data coding, and measurement units.

Non-volatile

The data is loaded in a snapshot, static format; existing entries are not supposed to be further manipulated or deleted.
Analytical operations are

Time-variant

read-only.

Each data unit is accurate with respect to some point or period in time. The

time

dimension is used to characterize the

validity of the facts. Aggregation along time and evolution in
time are the core analysis types in data warehouses.

It is also referenced as a

data warehouse system architecture.

In the data

warehouse literature, there are discussions and examples of various system
architectures [AW10, Kim98, IIS02, WA05].

However, a classical reference

architecture [BG04, CDG01, Kur99] is depicted in Figure 2.2 and comprises
ve layers. Each layer, namely, data source layer, ETL layer, data warehouse
layer, analysis layer, and the presentation layer transforms the

actionable knowledge for decision makers.
The Data Sources Layer represents a variety

raw

data into

of data storage and commu-

nication media, such as operational data stores (ODS), spreadsheets, reports,
web documents, etc. These may come from within the company's information
systems or be external to the company. All potential data
and external reside at this layer to

supply

sources

internal

data for the data warehouse sys-

tem.

Extract, Transform, Load

(ETL) encompasses processes required to extract

data from multiple and mostly heterogeneous sources, transform them according to the target schema and then upload them into the data warehouse. The
ETL layer works as the

staging area

for the extracted data where the data
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5th layer: PRESENTATION
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legacy systems

operational DBs

unstructured data

external sources

1st layer: DATA SOURCES
Figure 2.2: A typical data warehouse architecture with 5 layers

are harmonized according to the destination the data warehouse's standards. Issues of data inconsistency, noise, incompleteness, format incoherence,
etc., are addressed at this layer and the data is integrated into a unied and
consistent format, ready to be supplied to the data warehouse and OLAP
applications. This process takes place when the data warehouse needs to be
updated with the

new

data. The data warehouse update can be event-driven,

periodic or depending on a threshold of data volume. The ETL layer remains
transparent to the end-user and applications.
At the

Data Warehouse Layer

preprocessed and transformed data is stored.

This layer may consist of data marts, a specialized data store which serves to
support the information requirements of a business function or department,
a metadata repository, and the data warehouse itself.

There exist multiple

congurations of how data marts and data warehouse should be developed,
organized and used, mostly inuenced by the company's information require-
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ments [AW10]. These architectural congurations are advocated by the two
luminaries of the data warehousing world W. H. Inmon and Ralph Kimball.
Kimball advocates the

Data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data

marts (DBA). According to this architecture, the rst mart is built for a single
business process using measures and dimensions (i.e., conformed dimensions)
that will be used with other marts [Kim98]. Additional marts are developed
using these conformed dimensions, which result in logically integrated marts
and an enterprise-wide view of the data.

Atomic and summarized data is

maintained in the marts and is organized according to the star schema to
provide a dimensional view of the data [AW10].

Data Warehouse (EDW) ,

Inmon stresses

Enterprise

the basis for which lies in the data requirements of

enterprise-level analysis [IIS02].

Using the enterprise view of the data, the

architecture is developed in an iterative manner, subject area by subject area.
Dependent marts are derived from the data warehouse data and it can store
data either in a normalized, denormalized, or summarized dimensional data
structures.
At the data warehouse layer resides the metadata repository oering shared
access to metadata by various tools and processes.

Metadata

refers to the data

required for managing the data warehouse. It consists of administrative (setup,
conguration, database objects and rules), business (denitions, ownership,
access rights), and operational (origin, currency, usage statistics) metadata
[CDG01].

In the world of data warehousing, the administrative metadata,

which describes the structure of the available data, functions as an index to
the actual contents as the former allows the end-user to navigate through the
data and analyze it interactively [Inm02].
The

Operational Data Store

(ODS) is a storage structure residing outside of

the data warehouse environment and providing integrated real-time detailed
data obtained from operational systems. An operational data store is a data
store that provides access to near-real-time operational data for supporting
tactical decision making [Kim97].
The fourth layer in the data warehouse system architecture as shown in
Figure 2.2 is the

Analysis Layer .

Much of the magic of converting data into

actionable knowledge takes place at this layer. This layer exhibits contemporary data analysis methods, techniques, and tools to process and analyze the
underlying data in data marts and the data warehouse. Two classes of such
data analysis methods are called OLAP and Data Mining. The term OLAP
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expands to On Line Analytical Processing and was coined by E. F. Codd, the
inventor of the relational data model, in 1993 to describe a kind of software
that analyzes business data in a top-down hierarchical fashion.

It enables

users to access information from multidimensional data warehouses almost instantly, to cleanly specify and carry out sophisticated calculations and to view
information in any way they like [Tho02].
E. F. Codd in [CCS93] denes

OLAP

as the name given to the dynamic

enterprise analysis required to create, manipulate, animate, and synthesize
information from exegetical, contemplative, and formulaic data analysis models.

This includes the ability to discern new or unanticipated relationships

between variables, the ability to identify the parameters necessary to handle
large amounts of data, to create an unlimited number of dimensions (consolidation paths), and to specify cross-dimensional conditions and expressions.

Data mining

is the discovery of interesting, unexpected or valuable struc-

tures in large datasets [Han07]. There are a number of predictive (e.g., neural
networks, decision tree, etc.) and descriptive (e.g., clustering, association rule
mining, etc.) data mining methods employed to discover useful patterns and
associations in large datasets.

It is an interdisciplinary eld, the conuence

of a set of disciplines including database systems, statistics, machine learning, visualization, and information science [HKP06]. Though data mining can
also be done without a data warehouse, data warehouse greatly improves the
chances of successful data mining as the former oers cleansed, integrated,
detailed and summarized data and the metadata [Inm96] a requirement to
the latter. Current data warehousing products mostly oer an integrated and
more focused layer of OLAP and data mining.
The fth and nal layer in the reference architecture is the

layer.

presentation

This layer contains tools and processes that allow access to the data

stored in data warehouse and data marts.

There is a variety of tools that

enable frontend users to query, analyze, mine the data and present it in an
adequate form for better interpretation and decision making.

2.2

OLAP and the Multidimensional Data Model

The OLAP Council provides a good denition of OLAP as a category of software technology that enables analysts, managers and executives to gain insight
into data through fast, consistent, interactive access to a wide variety of possible views of information that has been transformed from raw data to reect the
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real dimensionality of the enterprise as understood by the user [OLA96]. The
underlying technology and data models are expected to support the objectives
stated in this denition. For the ecient analysis of large amount of data, a
dierent data model multidimensional data model is employed in a data
warehouse. In OLTP systems, data is normalized mostly to the Third Normal
Form, but in the data warehouse the data is denormalized requiring fewer joins
while querying data. We rst present denitions of the core elements of OLAP
followed by a discussion on valid data modeling schemes.

2.2.1

Facts

Facts and measures

are recordable and usually measurable business events that form the

subject of analysis. Facts are recorded at dierent levels of detail (granularity )
depending on the business subject. The nest grain of facts is stored in a

table, a primary table in the dimensional model.

fact

The scope of the measurement

and the grain of the facts are dened by the set of dimensions [KR02]. There

transactional fact tables, period snapshot
accumulating snapshot fact tables. A comparison of these fact

are three types of fact tables, such as

fact tables

and

tables along key characteristics [KR02] is given in Table 2.2, followed by an
explanation of each fact type.
Table 2.2: The three types of facts tables

Characteristic
Time period
represented

Transactional
Periodic
grain
snapshot grain
Point
in time

Accumulating
snapshot grain

Regular predictable Indeterminate time span,
intervals

typically short-lived

One row per

One row per

transaction

event period

One row
per life

Grain
Fact table
loads
Fact row
updates

Insert

Insert

Insert and
update

Not revisited

Not revisited

Revisited
whenever activity

Date
dimension

Date
dimension

End-of-period

Facts

Transaction
activity

Multiple dates

• Transactional

date
Performance for
predened
time interval

for standard
milestones
Performance
over nite
lifetime

facts represents the most fundamental view of the busi-
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ness's operations at the individual transaction level. These fact tables
represent an event that occurred at a specic point in time.

For each

transaction, a new row (record) is added to the fact table [KR02].

• Periodic snapshot

facts stack sequential pictures (hence the snapshot

terminology) of the business activity taken daily, weekly, or monthly and
are comparatively complex to maintain. The periodic snapshot fact table
often is the only place to easily retrieve a regular, predictable, trendable
view of the key business performance metrics.

• Accumulating snapshot

facts represent an indeterminate time span, cov-

ering the complete life of a transaction or discrete product (or customer).
It can also be interpreted as micro-event based recording of facts spanning from start to end of an event or transaction. Accumulation is a kind
of aggregation of the recorded event.
Useful facts are usually

measurable

and hence are numeric, additive, con-

tinuously valued [KR02]. Measures can undergo arithmetic operations such as
plus, minus, multiply, divide and can also be aggregated using sum, average,
etc., into a single logical measure only if the measures under consideration
belongs to the same type.

Following are the three classes of measures with

respect to their aggregation behavior [Man08].

•

Fully additive measures can be summed up through all of the fact's
dimensions.

•

Semi-additive are measures such as inventory and balance account, usually calculated from a snapshot table.

Such measures can be summed

along some dimensions but not all.

•

Non-additive measures cannot be summed along any dimension. Example of such measures are age, height, etc.

2.2.2

Multidimensional data cube

A multidimensional data cube is a structure compactly representing the precomputed results of queries users may specify across various dimensions. Each
fact measure is stored at the corresponding intersection of cooperating dimensions in a

cell

and is aggregated along dimensional hierarchies for analysis.

Dimensions correspond to the aspects of analysis. For example, the measure
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quantity in Sales cube can be analyzed and aggregated along Customer, Location and/or Store dimension. There is no limit on the number of dimensions in
a cube. Figure 2.3 presents a three-dimensional cube and various projections
of this cube.
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Location

∑Source
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∑Social
Network
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∑Source

∑Location
∑Social Network
∑All
Figure 2.3: A three-dimensional cube(grey) along with its projections (colored)

2.2.3

Dimension

According to Ralph Kimball and Margy Ross [KR11], dimension tables are
integral companions to a fact table. The dimension tables contain the textual
descriptors of the business. In a well-designed dimensional model, dimension
tables have many columns or attributes. These attributes describe the rows
in the dimension table. Each dimension is dened by its single primary key
which serves as the basis for referential integrity with any given fact table
to which it is joined.

Dimension attributes serve as the primary source of

query constraints, groupings, and report labels. In a query or report request,
attributes are identied as the by words. Dimension table attributes play a
vital role in the data warehouse.

Since they are the source of virtually all

interesting constraints and report labels, they are key to making the data
warehouse usable and understandable. In many ways, the data warehouse is
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only as good as the dimension attributes. The power of the data warehouse is
directly proportional to the quality and depth of the dimensions.
According to the principles of dimensional modeling, dimensions are denormalized as opposed to facts, which are fully normalized. Dimensions allow
analysts to look at the normalized facts from various perspectives and aggregate them along logical and meaningful path(s) called
or simply

hierarchies.

dimensional hierarchies,

Hierarchies establish strict many-to-one relationships

where facts roll up into higher levels of summarization [KR02]. An example of
a hierarchy in the

2.2.4

Source

dimension is given in Figure 2.4.

Data Modeling Schemes

Multidimensional data modeling allows for the analysis of data through the
use of

Relational

Multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP) or a
called Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP). ROLAP

OLAP (ROLAP),

combination of these technologies

stores data in a relational database using fact tables and dimension tables.
ROLAP supports

tables,

ne-grained

in the fact table.

as well as

aggregated

facts, also called

summary

A fact table contains two types of columns, i.e.,

measures and keys whereas the former are mostly numeric values representing
a fact while the latter are foreign keys to the respective rows in dimension
tables. Dimension tables represent the perspectives of business and depict the
descriptions of facts in the fact tables. These tables are also called

reference

tables.

look up

or

ROLAP systems are scalable, can handle large volumes of

data and use extensions of SQL to access the stored data.
MOLAP systems store data in an optimized multidimensional array format
rather than in a relational database [Ear94].

MOLAP systems exhibit fast

query performance due to indexing, caching and optimized storage [PJ01].
However, performance of these systems suers in high-cardinality situations
where there is a higher number of dimensions.
In Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP) systems, a user may benet from the best of
both ROLAP and MOLAP, e.g., by storing large volumes of ne-grained data
in the relational database due to its scalability while pre-aggregated results
are stored in a MOLAP system for fast performance [HKP06].
Based on ROLAP, Kimball suggests star schemas and snowake schemas
for logical data warehouse design [Kim96b]. A

star

schema consists of a cen-

tral fact table and several dimensions. The dimensions in the star schema are
denormalized. According to Kimball, the central attraction of the multidimen-
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Figure 2.4: Dimensional hierarchy of the Source dimension: Hierarchy scheme
(right) and hierarchy instance (left).

sional data model of a business is its simplicity that allows users to understand
databases and software to navigate databases eciently. Figure 2.8 is a sample
star schema adapted from the partial data of YouTube.
A

snowake

schema is a renement of the star schema where hierarchical

dimensions are decomposed into mini-dimensions according to the third normal
form using the rules of relational data modeling. Decomposition results in nonredundant data across dimensions, ensures update consistency and facilitates
sharing of dimension levels.
with

user

Figure 2.9 is an example of snowake schema

dimension further decomposed into

location

and

timezone

mini-

dimensions.

2.2.5

Cube Exploration

The data, or facts, stored in a multidimensional cube can be accessed and
manipulated in many ways to support ecient analysis and achieve insights.
Consider the Figure 2.5 where the the given cube is explored using
and

drill-down

operators.

roll-up

These two operators perform opposite operations

and uses dimensional hierarchies as anchor to do aggregation activity. Rollup aggregates a measure to a higher granularity whereas drill-down navigates
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from aggregated data to lower level of detail. The cube has number of posts
across dierent social networks as measures and social networks, source and
location as dimensions. The cube is aggregated along the location dimension.
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Figure 2.5: A three-dimensional cube with Roll-Up and Drill-Down operations.

Another way to explore the cube is to

slice

and

dice

it. This reduces the

cube's dimensionality by projecting the data onto a subset of dimensions while
setting other dimensions to selected values. Slice selects a subcube corresponding to a single value for a dimension in the drill path, while dice reduces the
size of slice by ltering its data long any dimension(s) in the drill path. Figure
2.6 shows the process and the results of slice&dice in the cube where the source
dimension is sliced down to a single value web and then it is further diced
by selecting value Germany from the location dimension.
Drill-across allows querying multiple cubes that have at least one common
or conformed dimension, combining the results into a single data set.

Both

cubes have to be at the same granularity level. Figure 2.7 shows the process
of querying two cubes, i.e., TwitterCube and YouTube.

Both cubes share

three conformed dimensions user, location and source. TwitterCube considers
number of tweets as measure while YouTubeCube takes number of videos as
measures. Drilling the two cubes across will produce a three-dimensional cube
with number of posts (achieved by adding the corresponding measure values
from both cubes) as measure. Drill-across operator is crucial to our work where
we rely on it to achieve social OLAP (discussed in detail in Section 6.3) by
drilling sales cube and social media cubes across common dimensions.

Rank

or top/bottom queries, retrieves only the rst/last cells in the result

sorted by the aggregate value. For example, the top 5 tweeting users. While

pivot,

or rotate, is a visualization operation that rotates the dimension axes in
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Figure 2.6: A three-dimensional cube with slice (green) and dice (yellow) operations

the view in order to provide an alternative presentation of the data. The data
subset itself remains unaected.

2.3

The Social Media Revolution

Over the last few years the Web has fundamentally shifted towards user-driven
technologies such as blogs, social networks and video-sharing platforms. Collectively these social technologies have enabled a revolution in user-generated
content, global community and the publishing of consumer opinion, now uniformly tagged as social media.

This movement is dominating the way we

use the Internet, and the leading social platforms like Facebook, MySpace,
YouTube and now Twitter have moved into the mainstream. These sites are
the tip of a redenition of how the Internet works, with every site now incorporating the features that allow users to publish opinions, connect, build
community, or produce and share content [Smi09].
The roots of modern Internet-based social media traces back to the Roman
Republic in 51 B.C [Sta13]. It is attributed to the famed Roman statesman
Cicero who, upon his transfer to a far-unged province, wanted to stay upto-date of the political activities in Rome. He networked with his peers who
would note down the activities and news on paper-like material on a regular
basis.

As these letters would pass from one friend to another, they could

add their comments and express their opinions on these proceedings. Cicero
not only kept himself up-to-date of the capital politics but could also knew
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the opinions of his peers. This phenomena can be attributed to a number of
modern social networks today where users can add comments on a variety of
posts or contents. The vintage form of Twitter is attributed to

novels

The three-line

by Felix Feneon [Fen10] who would publish his micro-narratives in a

news paper in Paris in 1906 and would report on notable deaths, petty theft,
naval expedition disasters and other issues of importance. Another somewhat
similar concept was the introduction of

Noticator

in 1930s in London. This

machine resembled vending machines and users could post a short message on
a continuous strip of paper which would remain visible for 2 hours allowing
the intended person to see it before it would disappear [Mec35]. Figure 2.10
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Figure 2.8: A star schema for the YouTube data

shows a photo of this machine.
Today, there are hundreds of online social networking sites that oer variety
of ways for their users to communicate and share content.

The advent of

small portable machines, such as smart phones and other hand-held computing
devices called tablets, worked as catalyst and immensely contributed to the
increase in number of social networking sites and their user base, and changed
the way people interact. Figure 2.11 presents a time-line view of the launch
of the famous social networking platforms. As of today, there are billions of
users of these social networks collectively as shown in Figure 2.12, and the
numbers are still counting. Users of social media are not just individual users,
but all types of companies, businesses, industries, organizations, governments,
etc., which have set up their accounts and pages and use these platforms for
a variety of business related purposes.

Things do not stop here, integration

components by social networks are plugged into business's websites oering
yet another way to connect businesses with social networks.
Social media has drastically aected the way businesses operate. Companies use social media for branding, customer relationship, complaint resolutions
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Figure 2.9: A snowake schema where user dimension is further decomposed

and marketing to grow their businesses. There are hundreds and thousands of
social media tools today oering services such as content-marketing, market
discovery, engagement, post creators, feedback collection and measurement,
etc.

The 2013 social media marketing industry report [Ste13] says that the

top benet of using social media marketing is business exposure and increased
trac. It also says that overwhelming 97% marketers use social media marketing and 86% marketers considered social media marketing important for
their businesses. It is not just businesses playing an active role, social media
is highly dominated by consumer inuence. A report by Nielson [Nie12] suggests that about 46% users consulted social media before making a purchase
decision. Tom Smith in his paper [Smi09] reports that even if one is not actively involved in social media and if one searches for a product, the results
are dominated by user content and opinion thereby shaping online user's and
oine customer's opinion. The paper also says that increased social activity
online constantly exposes us to a huge volume of consumer inuence.
Patients and health care providers use social media to seek knowledge, share
information and collaborate. More than 40% of consumers say that information found via social media aects the way they deal with their health [Med12].
There are works on using social media to detect and track various disease out-

+
breaks [SSP11, Cul10, XCC 13]. Students, teachers, researchers and institutions use social media today for sharing lectures, searching relevant content,
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Figure 2.10: Noticator:Robot messenger displays person-to-person notes in
public

collaborating with other researchers, providing feedback, etc. The entertainment industry and sports are no strangers to social media either. Rating entertainment content, providing and consuming recommendations, players engaging with fans and vice-versa and chat-and-watch are amongst some of usages of
social media. In fact, entertainment and sports have been the reasons behind
record shattering user-generated content across social networks [Ore13, Huf12].
Politics is greatly aected by social media as well. The so-called Arab uprising, Obama's political campaign or the Iranian president Twitter diplomacy
are good examples of how social media is shaping the political landscape. The
role played by social media during disasters has earned itself credibility even
among its critics.

People turn to social media to report disaster, seek and
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Figure 2.11: Evolution of online social networks over time
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Figure 2.12: Number of users of famous social networks

provide help, raise funds and awareness. The earthquake in Haiti, the sinking
of the Concordia ship and the typhoon in the Philippines are few of many
disasters where social media played a vital role across the globe.

2.3.1

Twitter

Twitter is an outstanding phenomenon in the landscape of social networking.
Initially introduced in 2006 as a simple platform for exchanging short messages
on the Internet, Twitter rapidly gained worldwide popularity and enjoys a user
base over 230 million generating over 500 million tweets per day as of January
2014 [Twi14a]. Given the fact that Twitter is available in 35 dierent languages
across the globe, it is not surprising that over 77% user accounts are outside
the US.
Users on Twitter follow other users or are followed and this relationship, or
connection, does not need reciprocation [KLPM10]. Twitter limits the length
of a tweet to 140 characters and supports inclusion of media, such as photos,
videos, vines, or external URLs into the message content. A tweet sent by a
user is shared with followers of that user in real-time. Followers can then share
this tweet with their followers by

retweeting

it.

Twitter has evolved over time and has been used for various purposes de-
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pending on the user preferences. It started as a micro-blogging service, however, today it is less focused on  What
 What's

going on? 

[o11].

It has

are you doing?  and is more about
emerged as a source of discovery with a

focus on sharing relevant information and engaging in conversation. It is up to
the user to use it for self-expression, social networking, engaging into discussion of interest or all of the above. Twitter has earned itself a prestigious space
in the news media and has modied the media landscape from top-down information sharing to the bottom-up phenomenon. In traditional media, only few
people would know the news and they would break it with audience. Twitter
changed that for good since now many people report the news which is later
consumed by the traditional media. Whether it is the plane crash in the Hudson river in 2009, the death of Michael Jackson in 2009 or the killing of Osama
Bin Laden in 2011 like many other stories were rst reported on Twitter.
Twitter played a crucial role in the revolts against governments in the Arab
world and has been used to report atrocities by the regimes, organize protests
and share the updates with the world. An interesting case was the Iranian presidential elections in 2009 dubbed fraudulent by the west and sparked protests
across Iran. According to CNN, the US government worked with Twitter to
expand its service in Iran, where the protesters were using Twitter to organize
protests.

Even the Iranian authorities used Twitter to trace the protesters.

Twitter played an equally important role in disaster management. In the wake
of the earthquake in Haiti, Twitter has proven to be an important tool for fund
raising and relief eorts to help the disaster victims [Ali10]. Similarly, when
the Philippines were struck by the history's worst Typhoon called Haiyan in
November 2013, survivors turned to Twitter to ask for help and to coordinate
relief eorts [Evo13].

Besides raising funds and voicing support for the vic-

tims, a special list of hashtags, as shown in Figure 2.13, was ocially used to
help cope with the disaster. Twitter has been used for many other purposes
but it has particularly become a focus of many commercial, academic and research studies as it provides unmatched access to its platform and data using
a set of public access APIs.

For that reason, we opted to use Twitter as a

representative network of social media for the experimental part of this thesis.
Owing to such popularity, utility and the fact that social media drive the
decisions that aect businesses in one or another way, and the fact that majority of the businesses are already using data warehouses and OLAP systems
to run their businesses and help them make better decisions, there are the
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1

Figure 2.13: Vital hashtags for rescue and relief in Typhoon Haiyan

following open but challenging opportunities.

•

Use the same analytical technology, the business community is already
using, for social media analysis.

•

Explore the possibilities of bringing data from social media and businesses closer on the OLAP canvas allowing the businesses to look at
their performances from the perspective of social media.

The wide popularity of data warehouses and OLAP lie in its ability to
perform systematic aggregation-oriented analysis from multiple dimensions.
This thesis aims to achieve the following.

•

Use data warehouse and OLAP technology to gain insights to large volumes of social media data.

1 http://www.twitter.com/typhoonHaiyan
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•

Store the social media data in OLAP conformed objects and formats.

•

Explore ways to integrate it with the business data.

In the next chapter, we report on the related works that pursued similar
goals though there are not many studies closely relevant to it.

2.4

Summary

The data warehouse systems and technologies have undergone impressive improvements ever since W.H. Inmon rst introduced the term

data warehouse.

Its ability to analyze large volumes of data from multiple dimensions by interactively allowing aggregation of numeric data stored as facts, data warehousing
and OLAP technologies have found itself markets in a variety of application
domains. Data warehousing is a multi-billions market and its size is constantly
expanding. In this chapter, we introduce the relevant terms, concepts, modeling techniques and implementation methods required to establish, run and
maintain a data warehouse system. The second part of the chapter explores
the world of

social media

that has attracted the interests of many and is widely

popular among people of all ages, professions and interests. A discussion on the
evolution of various social networks, their data models and their population is
also presented.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
The literature survey is provided in two sections, whereas state of the art
discusses the notable extensions to OLAP technology, while the related work
describes the relevant work and highlights the uniqueness of our work.

3.1

State of the Art

As the expectations towards database applications grew to be more  analysis

oriented 

rather than just  transactional , data warehousing was introduced

to oer the

knowledge worker

with sucient information for making timely

business decisions by analyzing the underlying data interactively and multidimensionally. The market soon accepted it and adopted it in a wide variety
of domains, such as manufacturing, production, sales, marketing, transportation, academics, health, sports, research and governments, as a key element
in the IT strategy. Data warehousing market has witnessed enormous growth
ever since its establishment and the market revenue gures presented in Section 2.1 are reections of this growth. The data warehousing community has
been responding to the market demand whenever new application domains and
problems arose. Some of the notable extensions to the OLAP technology are

+
spatial and geo analysis methods [RTR 00], modeling, storage and retrieval of
multimedia content [AMT07], Sequence OLAP (S-OLAP) to support multidi-

+
+
mensional analysis of sequence data [LKH 08], stream analysis [LRG 11] and
enabling OLAP over graphs in response to the astounding growth of networks
and the need to analyze them [ZLXH11].
Other recent works and eorts attempt to extend data warehousing and
OLAP technology to address a variety of emerging data types and problems.
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Cuzzocrea presents a framework in [Cuz13] to deal with the imprecise and
uncertain data in multidimensional stream analysis by approximating OLAP
queries. The work on integrating Information Retrieval (IR) and OLAP pre-

+
sented in [LDH 08] proposes a

textCube

TextCube

for dimensionality analysis.

Con-

+

[HLA 04] is an eort to access, interpret, analyze and aggregate

archived sensed data using data warehousing and data mining techniques to
support context-aware applications.

Yan Qi Yan

et al.,

propose a bottom-

up pre-processing strategy, which supports basic navigational analytics operations using
taxonomies

concept un-classication to enhance navigational precision using
+
[QCT 08]. Duo Zhang et al., combine OLAP with probabilistic

topic modeling and enable OLAP on the dimensions of text data in a multidimensional text database in an eort to analyze both structured and text data
in an OLAP cube [ZZH09].

NetCube

[PYPK12] is a proposed network trac

analysis model using OLAP on a multidimensional data cube, and supports
the construction of a multidimensional trac analysis system for comprehensive and detailed analysis of long-term trac data by utilizing simple OLAP
operations and data-mining techniques on various abstraction levels of trac
data.

3.2

Related Work

Data warehouses and OLAP are at the heart of decision support systems and
have demonstrated competitive business advantages in a wide spectrum of
application domains. The intrinsic support for aggregation of data over multidimensions makes OLAP a useful tool for analysis of large data in various
application domains. Over the years, with the emergence of new problem domains and new data that require some sort of aggregation-oriented analysis,
extensions have been made to extend the OLAP technologies and to enhance
its operability and utility. One of such domain that can largely benet from the
type of operations OLAP can perform is of social media. There is a growing
interest in academia and industry to analyze social media to provide answers
to a variety of questions of individual, commercial and research interest.
An established and well-researched way of analyzing social media is through
the techniques of

Social network analysis

which rely on network and graph the-

ory to study connections and relationships among the network nodes and reect
on network growth and density along other parameters. However, we take a
completely dierent path as we are interested in aggregating the social facts
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in the social media along existing and discovered dimensions using the OLAP
operators. For insightful analysis of social media through OLAP techniques,
we not only exploit the existing dimensions in social media but a number of
new dimensions are derived using text mining methods to provide novel and
useful analytical perspectives.
Twitter

1

is one such network that has triggered a large number of research

projects and application developments by allowing access to its public data
streams through a set of API. We are particularly interested in Twitter because
of its distinguishing feature of high-performance data streams. However, our
ndings and methods are easily applicable to other social networks.
Research works and proposals that try to use data warehousing and OLAP
technologies for social media analysis are presented with a focus on how our
work is distinguished from there, followed by a short mention of studies that
aimed at analyzing social media in one or another specic scenarios.
We start with the work of Bringay

et al.,

+
[BBB 11] who used OLAP tools

to do analysis of tweets. They proposed methods from Information Retrieval
(IR) that can potentially analyze the contents of tweets by arranging spe-

2

cial medical terms in accordance to the medical hierarchy of MeSH

(Medical

Subject Headings) National Library of Medicine's controlled vocabulary thesaurus.

Since various terms appearing in a tweet may belong to dierent

levels in the hierarchy, this ambiguity may hinder navigating in the cube using
roll-up or drill-down operators.

While our work diers in many ways as we

use NER methods to identify entities, extract the corresponding sentiments
against these entities and model entities in dynamic hierarchies for any generalization or specialization operation. We also maintain the

user

and exploit almost all metadata available in the data model.

dimension

+
In [BBB 11],

pre-dened words are looked up in a tweet and then are arranged in a xed
medical hierarchy, while in our work entities are identied dynamically and
the corresponding hierarchies in which these these entities are arranged, also
change and evolve overtime.
An earlier work on using OLAP for text analysis [KKL06] in the literature
application suggested a three-level

word

hierarchy and classied each occur-

rence of a word into ve categories. It is a very basic arrangement where only
frequency count of any

1 http:twitter.com

word

can be computed. While our work is based on

2 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/mesh.html
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modern NLP (Natural Language Processing) engines that can identify hundreds of entity types, extract topics and tags and detect sentiments with respect to the identied entities. As mentioned earlier as well, these entities are
arranged into a set of dynamic and static hierarchies.
Another related work that accounts for the text present in the tweets is
of Liu

et al.,

+
[LTH 13].

They presented a text cube to analyze and model

(HSCB) Human, Social and Cultural Behavior from the Twitter stream in a
textual database. They are mainly focused on sentiment analysis and visualization. They used methods from behavioral sciences to represent emotion on
a numerical scale which they use as measures in the cube. Aective processes,
positive emotion, negative emotion, anger, anxiety, sadness, religion and social are various measures that they use. Whereas, sentiment analysis is one
component in our work and we use a dierent approach to retrieve sentiments
or emotions from the messages users exchange over social media.

+

[LTH 13] where

subjects

Unlike in

are known in advance and the relative sentiments

for these subjects are extracted,

subjects

or entities are detected dynamically

using NER (Named Entity Recognition) system.

The NER system support

hundreds of subject classes or entities classes e.g., person, celebrity, player,
products, technology, events, locations, and many others. With every entity
detection in a message, the corresponding sentiment for that entity is also retrieved. The types of measures that we use are mainly taken from the social
media in the same form e.g., number of posts, friends, followers, lists, retweets,
favorites, etc., and new measures are derived from these measures e.g., inu-

+
ence, user popularity score, message popularity score. The work in [LTH 13]
considers only date and location dimension while our work uses more dimensions conventional e.g., user and derived e.g., popularity and even allows new
dimensions to be added according to the analytical context. For example, if
a political event is in focus for analysis than political aliations of the users
are derived and modeled to support more useful analysis. The same goes for
a sports event where user (or audience) support for a team player or team is
derived and modeled in dimensions which can be used to analyze the event at
dierent aggregation levels.
Peixiang Zhao

et al., [ZLXH11] proposed enabling OLAP over graphs under

the framework of graph theory in response to the astounding growth of networks and the need to analyze them. They present a pair of materialization
techniques for the graph cube based on special measure they call aggregated
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graph that takes advantage of attribute aggregation and structural summarization of the multidimensional network. Our work does not aim to provide
analytical aggregations on the network, its nodes or vertexes, rather we take
into account the conventional attributes in the metadata and in addition we
derive value from the contents of the social messages and model them in the
OLAP dimensions and dimensional hierarchies for historical and current multidimensional analysis. The work in [ZLXH11] targets
while we refer our work as

social media analysis

social network analysis

to keep the dierence high-

lighted.
Hecht

et al.,

[HHSC11] studied unstructured information in the user pro-

le's location eld and developed a model to retrieve location indicators from
the user tweets. Focus of this study is to see whether the location information
provided match the slangs and keywords used in the tweets which are popular or commonly used in specic regions.

Location is an important piece of

information in our work that is why for majority part we take into account
the geo-tagged information i.e., longitude and latitude, generated from GPS
modules in the machines (e.g., cell phone, tablets, etc.) and reverse geo-code
them into geography dimension. Location information comes with every tweet
or message provided the GPS module is switched on. However, the use of NER
method enable us to analyze the contents of location eld for any valid

location

entry but can not guarantee that the user is actually located there. Our work
can not derive location information for the user if the location eld is empty
or invalid and the geo-tagged information is unavailable.
While other contributions focus on mining or enhancing the contents of
tweets, improving the frontend or generating meaningful recommendations,
we exploit the advantages of the established OLAP technology coupled with
text and opinion mining to enable aggregation-centric analysis of the metadata about the Twitter users and their messaging activity from the discovered
perspectives.

Besides, our approach exploits knowledge discovery, a set of

text mining algorithms to extract named entities, events and other semantic
knowledge along with the associated sentiments and model them as distinct
dimensions hence providing meaningful insights to the cube data.
We would like to point out that this thesis does not aim at
is why we do not use the Apache's Hadoop

3

big data

that

and the relevant map reduction

systems that use programs on cluster of machines to extract value from un-

3 http://hadoop.apache.org/
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structured and streaming data. Our focus is more on accuracy than on velocity
or eciency. In this thesis we investigated methods that can extract value from
unstructured or semi-structured data from social media, model the extracted
data in an OLAP conformed format and objects, and performed experiments
in various scenarios e.g., sports, elections, disasters. This thesis is an eort to
enable OLAP to tap into semi-structured and unstructured data from social
media using methods from the NLP, address the challenges of data modeling
and data integration, derive OLAP objects like measures, hierarchies, dimensions to better support aggregation analysis and make ground for social OLAP
where business data and social media data are analyzed jointly.
Using the data warehousing and OLAP technologies for social media analysis is under researched because many follow the direction of big data. So it
is an under-explored avenue and oer room for many project and eorts. To
the best of our knowledge, most existing studies that used data warehousing
or OLAP technologies with relevance to data from social media only focus on
a very particular application rather than comprehensive and generic coupling
of these two dierent worlds.

3.3

Summary

Data warehouses and OLAP technologies are widely used in a variety of application domains and have recorded constant growth in the market. Even the
current buzz of big data and the related technologies don't challenge the market
of data warehouses.

Companies are not giving up on their data warehouse-

supported analysis systems and decision making systems.

Though big data

systems are gaining momentum in consuming the unstructured data arising
from a variety of sources at a high velocity and in high volumes and turning
into information. Because of this trend there are not many studies that use the
data that is coming out of social media using the data warehouses and OLAP
technologies. To the best of our knowledge, studies that are conducted attempt
to target a particular application and do not aim at systematic integration of
these two domains.
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Chapter 4
Extracting Facts and Dimensions
from Social Media Data
This chapter details the process of accessing data from social media, identifying
candidate data warehousing objects from this data using conventional and
novel methods. The data is then modeled into appropriate objects within the
OLAP settings for analysis.

4.1

Technical Challenges

Data warehouses and OLAP technology takes central stage in multidimensional
and aggregation oriented analysis and this thesis attempts to use and extend
it for the data generated from social media. We have following challenges at
our hands to address.
1. Taming and storing data from social media data streams
2. Deriving features from semi-structured data from social media for multidimensional data modeling
3. Deriving features from unstructured data from social media for multidimensional data modeling
4. Semantic data enrichment for richer data analysis
5. Providing appropriate aggregation gears for OLAP
6. Modeling and implementing dynamic dimensions
7. Data integration of social media and business data
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This chapter addresses challenges 14 listed above. Chapter 5 details the
process to meet challenge 5 and 6, while Chapter 6 presents a three-layer
framework for enabling social OLAP and explains data integration methods
tailored to achieve social OLAP.

4.2

Accessing and Taming Social Media Data

Millions of users interact on social media platforms and as a result of their
interactions large volumes of data, also called user generated content (UGC),
are constantly produced. The data produced belong to variety of types from
text, to photos and videos. The data generated in such variety and such highspeed require the right methods and tools to connect to the respective social
media platforms and store them in a manner to allow operations that would
enable multidimensional analysis in the OLAP environment.
We consider Twitter as a representative platform of social media and present
our approach to access the platform of Twitter and to store its data in our
system. Twitter oers a set of Application Programming Interfaces (API) to
connect to its platform and following section explains these APIs.

4.2.1

Streaming APIs

Apps, short for applications, built around a platform bring out the best for
their users and are indicative of popularity and penetration in the masses.
Twitter reported

1

in July 2011 that they surpassed one million registered apps

and that every 1.5 seconds a new app is registered. By that account, we can
estimate that there are over 50 million apps built around the Twitter platform.
Twitter oers a set of high performance APIs to feed these apps and provide
better experience to the users.

Twitter provides a brief description of these

APIs oering streams of data.

•

User stream:

The user stream provides a way for a single user to be

streamed the equivalent of his/her home timeline (the tweets authored
by the users he/she follow) and mentions timeline (the tweets authored
by users mentioning that user). It also oers the ability to stream Direct
Messages (DM) received by the user when authorized.

In addition to

those data points, events such as other users favoriting or retweeting
that user's tweets, users following that user (or that user following other

1 https://blog.twitter.com/2011/one-million-registered-twitter-apps
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users), and so on can be streamed. Think of it as a my feed everything
about Twitter as a service related to the account's holder. A user stream
also allows a user to track a limited amount of real-time

searches

on

public tweets, mixed in with the my feed.

•

Site stream:

The site stream is an expansion of this concept for services

that want to stream the equivalent of this my feed on behalf of many
users at a time. This makes Site streams appropriate for websites and
services that act on behalf of many connected users in a centralized
fashion. Unlike a user stream, a site stream does not support real-time

searches

•

on public tweets directly.

Public stream:

The public stream provides samples of data owing

through Twitter platform in real-time.

The sample is determined by

Twitter at any given time but the method how Twitter does that is not
shared. As far as we understand, the sample makes about 10% of the
total tweets sent around. We obtained an average of 2 million tweets per
hour from a public stream.

The Search API of Twitter allows to search Tweets against a set of keywords
on Twitter platform up to 7 days old but has a cap of 1500 result limit. Twitter
REST API is used to post updates on behalf of a users, follow others or create
lists, we don't retrieve data using the REST API. We partly used the search
API however we rely on the public stream of Twitter to get access to the
data shared on its platform because user stream and site stream only provide
limited access and functionality to a user or website while we are interested in
broader range of data from many users to gain insight to the topic, events and
issues users are talking about. With the public stream, each tweet is streamed
as a JSON object containing more than seventy data elds with a high degree
of heterogeneity. A tweet record encompasses the tweeted message itself along
with detailed metadata on the user's prole and geographic location. Figure
4.1 shows a snippet of tweet data object.

The public stream allows certain

users to access 10% of the tweets on the Twitter platform. Generally, 1% of
the tweets are accessible to everyone. We have been granted access to 10% of
the tweets on the Twitter platform and that makes about 2 millions tweets per
hour, which is a heavy load of data even for a high performance data warehouse
system.
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Our solution to cope with such a massive data stream is to convert each
streamed object into an XML structure and buer it in a native XML database
BaseX [HGS09] developed within our working group. With a highly ecient
BaseX storage, we are able to buer the entire streamed dataset, which would
not be possible by dumping directly into the relational database. The use of
BaseX as a data buer also brings the advantage of selective loading of the new
data into the data warehouse by setting up a lter on the input stream and
discarding irrelevant parts of the stream from loading into the target database.
The data is transported further in the staging area, where it goes through a
set of data enrichment processes. Figure 4.2 shows the data extraction module
that reads the les containing tweets from the le system and stores them in
a staging area.

It took an average of 3.5 minutes to load an average of 1.5

million tweets from a le 800MB in size.

4.3

Extracting Facts and Dimensions from Twitter Data

In order to extract facts and dimensions from the semi-structured and unstructured social media data it is important to rst understand the underlying data
model of Twitter, the objects and their relationships.

4.3.1

Data Model

Twitter published a eld guide to Twitter platform objects [Twi13] and described the data objects Twitter uses. Following is the description of various
data objects of Twitter adapted from this documentation.
1.

Tweet:

Tweets are the basic atomic building block of all things Twitter.

Users tweet

Tweets,

also known more generically as status updates.

Tweets can be embedded, replied to, favorited, unfavorited and deleted.

Retweeting

is considered a special case of tweeting and is synonymous

with sharing.

A tweet object is composed of over thirty elds and is

subject to deprecation of obsolete and introduction of new elds.

Ex-

amples of eld names are reply_to, lang, place, scopes, retweet_count,
source, text, and screen_name. The data types of the Tweet object elds
are integer, string, boolean, geo, and object.
2.

User:

Users can be anyone or anything. They tweet, follow, create lists,

have a home_timeline, can be mentioned, and can be looked up in bulk.
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Figure 4.1: A snippet of the Stream API response in JSON format
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Figure 4.2: Tweets import module and the corresponding statistics

A user object contains more than forty elds about the user prole and
display settings, as well as counters on the followers and the followings.
3.

Entity:

Entities provide metadata and additional contextual informa-

tion about the content posted on Twitter.
from the content they describe.

Entities are never divorced

Entities provide structured data from

Tweets including resolved URLs, media, hashtags (keywords preceded
with a # symbol) and user mentions without having to parse the text to
extract that information.
4.

Place:

Places are specic, named locations with corresponding geo coor-

dinates. They can be attached to Tweets by specifying a place_id when
tweeting. Tweets associated with places are not necessarily issued from
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that location but could also potentially be about that location. Places
can be searched for.

Tweets can also be found by place_id.

A place

object contains geo and location-descriptive set of about tweleve elds.
Even though the data model of Twitter is not tailored towards OLAP, the
oered data perspective can be adapted for multidimensional aggregation. One
data record in the stream encompasses a single tweet event stored as the message itself (content and metadata) along with a detailed description of the
authoring user's prole in terms of various activity counters.

The provided

dataset already displays some favorable characteristics for data warehousing,
such as being

temporal

non-volatile (no
measure-centric (maintain-

(by including the time dimension),

or partial modications of existing entries), and
ing accumulative counters).

However, the multidimensional data model and

its relational mapping as a star or snowake schema come with a set of further constraints, such as homogeneity, atomicity, summarizability, avoidance
of NULL values, etc., which are not met by the input dataset.

4.3.2

Relational View of a Tweet Record

The initial step is to get a structured view of the semi-structured record in the
original stream. The purpose of this step is to identify the available entities,
their attributes, value domains, constraints, and relationships between entities.
A relationship is specied in terms of cardinalities for each participating entity.
Figure 4.3 shows the results of the relational mapping as a set of relational
tables linked by foreign key constraints.
The main entities are obviously the

user

and the

tweet,

whereas all other

elements are related to either or both of them. User-related characteristics encompass the prole information, such as the image, the location, the searches
performed, the notications received, and the statistics about the user's interaction.

The latter is run as accumulative counters on the followers and the

following, status updates, and friendships.

Users are related to one another

by means of following (i.e., receiving the other user's tweets) either directly or
via a user-dened list, also known as channel.
Tweet-related characteristics include the location and the source of tweeting,
the hashtags used, other users mentioned, media embedded, as well as statistics
on re-tweeting and favoriting the tweet. The relationships between users and
tweets can be that of authoring/retweeting the message, contributing to it, or
being mentioned in the message.

Search

Figure 4.3: Conceptual model of the Twitter stream
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Figure 4.4: Data Warehouse Star Schema for Twitter

4.3.3

Multidimensional View of a Tweet Record

Data in a data warehouse is structured according to the aggregation-centric
multidimensional data model, which uses numeric measures as its analysis objects [CDG01]. A

fact

entry represents the nest level of detail and normally

corresponds to a single transaction or event occurrence.

A fact consists of

one or multiple measures, such as performance indicators, along with their
descriptive properties referred to as
be structured into a

hierarchy

dimensions.

Values in a dimension can

of granularity levels to enable drill-down and

roll-up operations. A natural representation of a set of facts with their associated dimensions and classication hierarchies is a

multidimensional data cube.

Dimensions in a cube represent orthogonal characteristics of its measure(s).
Each dimension is an axis in a multidimensional space with its

member

values

as coordinates. Finally, each cell contains a value of the measure dened by
the respective coordinates.
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Twitter's data model contains only a small set of numeric attributes, which
can be treated as measures. These attributes encompass the counters in the
user prole and in the tweet record, and are thus mapped to the respective
fact tables. Other attributes are of descriptive nature and, therefore, should
be mapped to dimensions or dimensional hierarchies. Our approach is to treat
a tweet event as a fact of the nest grain, with time, date, location, and user
characteristics as its dimensions.

All other characteristics are included into

the respective dimensions or extracted into other facts. Figure 4.4 represents
the star schema after the initial mapping of the relational view into the multidimensional perspective. Figure 4.5 is an example of dimensional hierarchy
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Figure 4.5: Date hierarchy schema (left) and selected sample for Jan-2011 from
schema instance (right)

4.3.4

Deriving Facts and Dimensions from
Tweet Contents

The

messages

exchanged online among users hold signicant value. Since users

use natural languages to express their feelings and opinions, it is a challenge
to retrieve the value behind the unstructured text. NLP is the eld of computer science that deals with analyzing unstructured data and we rely on a
set of NLP techniques to tap value hidden behind users' opinions that are
of greater interest to businesses and can oer better insights.

Modern data

warehouse tools oer additional linguistic features to help analysts deal with
the textual data but these are very basic. For example, the

Term Extractor

component in the Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services can be used to
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extract various terms from text elds but it does not support entity detection, sentiment analysis and other important text analysis.

However, there

are third-party tools and services that are more eective and oer far more
features than those available in the in-database components like Sentiment
Analysis, Entity Extraction, Keyword Extraction, Topic Extraction, Concept
Tagging, and Relation Extraction.
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Figure 4.6: Semantic Enrichment Component

We chose to use the services of popular text mining platforms of AlchemyAPI [Alc08a] and OpenCalais [Reu08] from Thomson Reuters.

Both of

these platforms oer APIs through which the submitted text can be semantically analyzed according to the specied task with results returned in JSON or
ATOM format. These services oer various avors of operations via web-based
and on-premise APIs. We used the web APIs for semantic enrichment of our
dataset. We used OpenCalais to extract topics and concepts tags while AlchemyAPI is used for sentiment analysis and named entity recognition.

These

APIs can only detect and derive objects once they detect language of the
message. Unfortunately, both APIs enforce a daily request rate limit.
These APIs are capable of detecting hundreds of entities [Alc08b, Reu] in
the provided content, and even allow for user dened entity types.

Figure

4.6 depicts the data ow components in our ETL module that take data from
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tweets and user description elds and invoke the corresponding API in the text
mining platform, Named Entity Recognition in this case, and the return the
relevant elds for consumption. The API call is framed as given below.

http://access.alchemyapi.com/calls/text/TextGetRankedNamedEntities?
apikey=xyz&text=" + tweetcontent + "&sentiment=1";

Figure 4.8 shows a sample API response for the submitted text where the
language and a set of entities with condence score and disambiguation data
is returned. Based on the dataset in focus, there are only two elds, namely,

User Description
User Description

and

TweetText,

of type arbitrary text provided by users.

has a maximum length of 160 characters.

However, some

users either do not ll in anything or seldom update this eld. A

TweetText

eld must contain some content with a maximum length of 140 characters. It
can also include user names and URLs of external websites, photos and videos.
These two elds are fundamental for the semantic enrichment as they deliver
valuable information about users and their opinions.
Since these APIs detect hundreds of entity types, so a number of
and dimensions can be extracted.

new

facts

A general measure can be the number of

entities mentioned in a tweet however this can be more specic depending on
the type of analysis performed.

persons, players, technology

For example, count of

cell phones, events,

and many others. And the same applies for the

new dimensions where a number of data elds are returned for each detected
entity including sentiment.

4.3.5

Semantic Enrichment of Twitter Data

The data model can be rened and enriched by adding new elements of type
measure, category, dimension or even an entire cube.

We were able rene

the original dataset and its multidimensional view by applying the following
techniques.

Language Detection
Language detection adds the tweet's language as a dimension of the tweet
record.

Once detected, the language information can be used for enabling

cross-lingual analysis and aggregation.
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Named Entity Eetection
Entity detection is the method of structuring the information conveyed by the
message. In the original dataset, the entire content of a tweet is stored as a
single text eld.

Systematic detection of signicant keywords, entities (e.g.,

persons, locations, dates, products, etc.) and events (natural disasters, terror
attacks, political elections, sports competitions, etc.) within this eld leads to
the renement the grain of the data from a tweet record down to single terms
and create new multidimensional perspectives.
The entity detection API that we used identied as many as 36 entity types
in a dataset relevant to the nal match of the European soccer championship
Euro 2012 despite the fact that the message length is limited to 140 characters.
Figure 4.7 shows the top 10 detected entities of type

person

and

country

while

gure 4.10 (a) shows all detected entity types.

Figure 4.7: Entity detection: Top 10 entities (a) person (b) country

Table 4.1: Sentiment Analysis Statistics

Sentiment TweetCount
Positive

64731

Negative

27858

Neutral

74247

No Sentiment

324725

Topic Derivation
Topic derivation is the process of assigning a subjective keyword or topic to
a textual message. OpenCalais [Reu08] supports hundreds of topics that can
be derived from textual elds.

Based on the dataset from the Euro 2012,
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each tweet was scanned to associate it with a

topic
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from a set of supported

topics [Reu08] to provide aggregation and enable insightful analysis. Figure
4.10 (b) shows the list of all

topics

derived from the dataset and also shows

the distribution of each topic discussed.

Love football, Samsung and live in Konstanz, Germany.
Inspirations: Muhammad and Nelson Mandela. Student of Computer Science
<result>
<status>OK</status>
<language>english</language>
<entities>
<entity>
<type>Person</type>
<relevance>0.921759</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Nelson Mandela</text>
<disambiguated>...</disambiguated>
</entity>
<entity>
<type>Degree</type>
<relevance>0.894218</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Student of Computer Science</text>
</entity>
<entity>
<type>City</type>
<relevance>0.705622</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Konstanz</text>
<disambiguated>...</disambiguated>
</entity>
<entity>
<type>Company</type>
<relevance>0.643466</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Samsung</text>
<disambiguated>...</disambiguated>
</entity>
<entity>
<type>Person</type>
<relevance>0.551657</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Muhammad</text>
<disambiguated>...</disambiguated>
</entity>
<entity>
<type>Country</type>
<relevance>0.416722</relevance>
<count>1</count>
<text>Germany</text>
<disambiguated>...</disambiguated>
</entity>
</entities>
</results>

Figure 4.8:

XML output of entity detection API response
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Figure 4.9: (a) Distribution of Tweets by sentiment (b) sentiment distribution
across Teams

Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment detection assesses the overall emotion of the content (such as positive, negative or neutral) and is considered important when the opinion is a
reference to a brand, personality or business. Table 4.1 shows the distribution
of results for the sentiment analysis performed on a dataset of 428,735 tweets
relevant to the event Euro 2012. Figure 4.9(a) shows the sum of social engagement for favorite-count and retweet-count across team orientation of Twitter
users. Figure 4.9(b) shows similar statistics with the addition of sentiments
across each team. Figure 4.9(a) is a reection of cube exploration depicting
popularity of the teams involving Favorite-Count and Retweet-Count. Tweets
for which team support could not be derived are also represented in this chart.
Figure 4.9(b) shows similar statistics along sentiments and enables analysts to
see whether sentiments of the tweet contributed to popularity.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Distribution of Entities (b) Distribution of Topics
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Data Warehouse Architecture for Twitter Data

A data warehouse system is structured into multiple layers to optimize the
performance and to minimize the load on the data sources, as discussed in
Section 2.1.1. The architecture comprises of ve layers from the data source to
the frontend tools of the analysts. The ve-layer data warehouse architecture
is adapted for the data generated by Twitter and accessible through the set
of APIs discussed above. Figure 4.11 depicts our implementation of the data
warehouse.

Figure 4.11: The ve-layer data warehouse architecture for Twitter Data

The data sources layer is represented by the available Twitter APIs for data
streaming and may include additional external sources, such as geographical
databases, taxonomies, event detection and language recognition systems for
enriching the metadata and the contents of the streamed tweet records. The
ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) layer takes care of capturing the original
data stream, bringing it into a format compliant with the target database and
feeding the transformed dataset into the data warehouse.

It is at this layer
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that we buer the streamed data in a native XML database BaseX [HGS09].
In the next step, our ETL routine extracts this data into staging area of the
data warehouse described in the next section. It is also important at this stage
that the buered output of dierent APIs can be combined into a single dataset
and the data can also be enriched with the information from other sources. For
instance, a variety of semantic enrichment methods based on techniques from
NLP, text and opinion mining are used to enrich the underlying dataset. These
methods are discussed in Section 4.3.5.
The core layer of the system is the actual data warehouse. We employed
Microsoft SQL Server with its powerful set of analysis services including OLAP
and data mining. The consolidated dataset in the database provides the basis
for dening analysis-specic subtracts of data denoted data marts. The Twitter
data model results in the total of four data marts namely Tweet, User, Entity,
and Place.

The Tweet data mart stores the relevant data about the tweet,

such as tweet text, source, counters, etc. The data related to user activity is
extracted into User mart, that of the embedded entities, such as photos, URLs,
mentions, etc., are stored in the Entity mart. All the data about the place is
stored in the Place data mart. Data marts can be dened on demand to meet
the requirements of specic areas of analysis.
The two upper layers of the architecture comprise the frontend tools for
analysis and presentation.

The former are the expert tools for OLAP and

data mining whereas the latter are the end-user (i.e., decision makers) desktop
or web-based interfaces for generating reports, visual exploration of the data,
executive dashboards, etc. Due to the standardization of the relational data
warehousing technology implemented by the Microsoft SQL Server it is possible
to connect frontend tools of various commercial and open-source providers.

4.5

Summary

Social networks generate very large volumes of data at a high pace resulting
from the activities of their users.

It is quite challenging to store the semi-

structured data streaming out of these social networks in a data warehouse,
relational, directly. We used a buer XML database BaseX to store the stream
and upload these data to the data warehouse later. The data and the corresponding data model is enriched by using techniques from NLP e.g., sentiment
analysis, NER, topic extraction, etc., to support aggregation-oriented multidimensional analysis of social media from meaningful or useful perspectives.
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This chapter details this process and concludes with a ve layer data warehouse
architecture for Twitter data that provides specications from data capture,
data enrichment, data storage in the warehouse, data exploration in the OLAP
environment to the data presentation tools.
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Chapter 5
Reinforcing OLAP for Social
Media Data
This chapter provides details on enabling correct aggregation gears for the
social media data using data mining and external sources.

It also discusses

the case of evolving data and presents solutions from the literature to model,
maintain and query such data.

5.1

Introduction

To correctly capitalize the potential of multidimensional analytical aggregation
of the OLAP, it must be provided with the correct dimensional hierarchies
according to the focus of analysis and the type of measures used. OLAP will be
under exploited in the absence of such aggregation hierarchies. In the following
sections, we look in detail in the data from social media for any aggregation
hierarchy candidates and model them. We also explore the external sources
from where aggregation hierarchies can be adapted and utilized for social media
data exploration in the OLAP environment.

5.2

Exposing the Available Candidates for Dimensional Hierarchies

Twitter streams more than 70 data elds using its public data stream API. Of
these 70 data elds, about 20 elds are about the display settings of the user
and include background_color, default_Prole_Image, prole_Image_url_https, prole_Background_image_url, prole_background_image_url_https,
etc. These 20+ elds do not oer anything that can be used as dimensional
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hierarchies. We present the candidates that we spotted in the rest of the data
elds and used them as aggregation hierarchies.

1.

Date:

There are two temporal data elds in the original dataset. The

rst one signies the point in time when a user sets up a Twitter account
while the second one is attached to the Tweet object and represents the
point in time when a tweet is sent. Most analysis performed in a data
warehouse and in an OLAP system do make use of the date and time
information. It is obvious to use date as a dimension and dimensional
hierarchy. The date dimension oers multiple aggregation paths, i.e., (1)
day→month→year, (2) day→week→year, (3)weekday→quarter→year,
and (4) day→month→semester→year providing choices to look at data
from dierent date perspectives.
2.

Time:

Time is composed of smaller units of date and share the same

properties discussed above. We plotted the time dimension as a separate
dimension because the data on social media reects the

currency

of hot

topics and issues. The data that we get using the public stream API is
exported in real-time and not much is provided from the previous dates.
Only Twitter Search API can get data up to 7 days old but it is limited to 1500 hits. Time dimension and hierarchy support aggregation on
second→minute→hour levels and enable analysis from smaller time perspectives and businesses can benet from it. On a side note, even Twitter
celebrates the Tweets Per Minute (TPM) record from its inception and
currently the record is 618,725 tweets per minute, recorded during the
Football World Cup 2014 nal match played between Germany and Argentina on July 13, 2014 [Spo14].
3.

Location:

Location is another important piece of information that can

help make sense out of data and it is equally important in analyzing social
media data.

There are various data elds in the original dataset that

can be used to retrieve location information, i.e., longitude and latitude
associated with the Tweet object, the location eld in the user prole and
the timezone eld. The geo-tagged information is the most accurate and
that is why for majority part we take it into account. The GPS (global
positioning system) modules in the machines, e.g., cell phone, tablets,
etc., broadcast geo location information provided the module is running
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and the user has allowed it to broadcast it.

Longitude and latitude

require to be reverse geo-code to provide name of the city, state, country
and continent. Twitter has its own reverse geo-coding API [Twi14b] like
Google's Geocode API [Goo14] that can be used for reverse geo-coding.
Users can enter anything they want in the location eld in the user prole
and can also leave it blank. That makes this eld less credible however
a study by Hecht

et al.,

[HHSC11] found out that 66% of the users en-

tered valid geographic locations, 18% entered non-geographic text while
the rest of 16% entered nothing in the location eld. Information from
this eld can be used in the absence of other credible location information. Figure 5.1 shows the sample hierarchy scheme and instance for the
location hierarchy.
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4.

Source:

The Tweet object contains a data eld that carries textual

information on the

source

from a where the tweet is sent. If it is sent

from a hand-held device, app or from a website the relevant information
is included. It is an HTML anchor tag that carries information on the
app, the device and sometimes on the operating system running on that
device. With little eort that information can be extracted and used to
create a dimensional hierarchy that support the analysis from the this
perspective.

For example, how many tweets are coming from the web

or from the devices that run Android.

Figure 5.2 depicts the

hierarchy scheme, an instance and present a graph showing the

source
source

distribution across tweets related to the Euro 2012 championship's nal
match.
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Figure 5.2: Source device hierarchy (a) schema (b) instance (c) a graph showing
source device distribution
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Knowledge Discovery Methods
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Figure 5.3: Integrating a Data Mining Feedback Loop into OLAP Cubes

Data mining plays a key role in assisting the process of knowledge discovery
in databases (KDD) by nding novel, useful and hidden relationships and pat-

+
terns in the underlying dataset [FPSS 96]. Unique and insightful data analysis
is imminent when results of data mining are modeled in the OLAP perspectives and used for cube exploration. A number of signicant research works in
this direction include [HCC98, Zhu98, DHP00]. The concept of Online Analytical Mining (OLAM) as the integration of OLAP and DM was introduced
by Han

et al.,

[HCC98].

An example of implementing such function can be

found in the Microsoft SQL Server and is denoted
[MTC08].

data mining dimensions

Extending the same concept, a knowledge feedback loop is intro-

duced between the third and fourth layer in the data warehouse architecture
represented by dashed arrows and is shown in Figure 5.3. The feedback loop
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develop data mining models =⇒ store them
in dimensionsdimensional hierarchies =⇒ use these dimensions to discover
more knowledge.

works in the three steps cycle, i.e.,

A number of descriptive and predictive data mining models can be built by
mining the underlying dataset. These models can then be deployed by transposing them into dimensions.

For instance, users can be clustered along a

number of dimensions, such as tweeting behavior, hobbies, political aliation,
sports, etc., for better understanding and insights into the users' behavior.
Similarly, prediction models for voting, purchase decisions, popularity, etc.,
can also be developed and deployed. Figure 5.4 is a decision tree generated for
classifying tweets based on their
activity.

Impact

impact

measured by the intensity of retweeting

attribute with six classes was used as the predicted attribute,

while source device, reply, hashtag and location were used as the input attributes. The given tree exhibits a hierarchical structure that can be exploited
as dimensional hierarchy. The

impact

decision tree is modeled as a dimensional

hierarchy and oers novel perspective for further OLAP operations.

No Impact
Super
Very High
Reply=’Yes’

All
Reply=’No’

High
Average

Very Low
Low
Hashtagged
=’Yes’

Geo Tagged
=’No’

Source=’App’

Hashtagged
=’No’

Geo Tagged
=’Yes’

Source=’Web’

Figure 5.4: A decision tree classication based on impact of messages

Another worthy aspect of social media is the

popularity

of the users and

messages. Arranging users and tweets in hierarchical structures based on their
popularity oers yet another derived analytical perspective. We list the process
of a deriving a popularity dimensional hierarchy for the Twitter users.
consider the

user

dimension in

its bottom-level category
and by

location,

userID

TweetFact

We

cube depicted in Figure 4.4, with

and its parallel roll-up paths by

creation date

respectively.

Let us assume an introduction of a derived hierarchy

ranking → ranking
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group → popularity

based on the user's ranking in terms of the number of

his/her followers and friends. There exist dierent methods of computing the
ranking of the Twitter user, but most of them agree on the prevailing role of
the number of followers. We adopt a simple formula

ranking = 0.8 ∗ #followers + 0.2 ∗ #friends
#friends and #followers are the user's most recent counters from the
TweetFact. With the proposed computation, the ranking values may

where
cube

vary from 0 to about 25 millions. Due to such a high cardinality, it appears
feasible to introduce additional levels of granularity for this property.
adopt a percentage based roll-up into

ranking group

for each per cent of the total number of users.

We

with 100 instances, one

The last hierarchy level is

popularity with just ve instances, such as superstar, celebrity, popular, regular,
and unpopular, with percentage based assignment (e.g., the bottom 20% are
considered unpopular, the top 5% are superstar, etc.). Figure 5.5 shows the
schema of the proposed dimension (left) as well as a fragment of its hierarchy
instance (right).
Utilizing decision tree classications, we mined the dataset for features that
classify tweets in multiple popularity classes by taking in account

sentiment

and

userpopularity

as input features for this model.

hashtags,

The feature

userpopularity is a derived feature that is used again as input and explains
the case of knowledge feedback loop. The tweet popularity classier is shown
in Figure 5.6. Data mining is an interactive process and of course the quality
of the classier can be improved by incorporating more features. However, it
conveys the message that using the three steps (develop

data mining models
=⇒ store them in dimensionsdimensional hierarchies =⇒ use these dimensions
to discover more knowledge ) in a cycle can lead to discovery of more knowledge.
Tuser

ALL

1

ranking %

ranking

user

celebrity

superstar

popularity
2

3

4

popular

regular

5

unpopular
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...

20.8 Mln 19.9 Mln

LadyGaGa

JustinBiber

Figure 5.5: User rating dimension
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Figure 5.6: Tweet popularity classier

5.4

Adapting Dimensional Hierarchies from External Sources

There are opportunities to adapt hierarchies from the external sources and
tune them accordingly for purposeful and useful multidimensional analysis of
social media data. Consider the output of data enrichment resulted from NER
systems detecting hundreds of entities types. One example is the detection of

Job title

entity that is derived from the

User_Description

eld. This is useful

information but it corresponds to each user individually. To be able to group
these job titles, and users, into a meaningful hierarchy shall aid analysts to
better exploit OLAP technology and gain useful insights. This makes the case
for the International Labor Organization (ILO)

1

specication for International

Standard Classication of Occupations (ISCO-08) [Org08] which is also part
of United Nations standards.

1 http:/www.ilo.org
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Minors

4 sub-groups

Units

Managers
Politicians

2 sub-groups

Clerical Support
Works

4 sub-groups

Service & Sales
Workers

4 sub-groups

Plant and machine
operators

3 sub-groups

Professionals

7 sub-groups

All
Skilled
Agricultural,
forestry & fishery
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trades workers

5 sub-groups

Technicians

5 sub-groups

Elementary
occupations

6 sub-groups

Armed forces
occupations
Students &
Others

3 sub-groups
2 sub-groups

Figure 5.7: Job Hierarchy adapted from ILO International Standard Classication of Occupation '08

This standard divides jobs into 10 major groups where each group is further
divided into sub-groups and units.

However, we mapped users to the sub-

groups in the ISCO-08 hierarchy based on their discovered job descriptions
with the addition of

Politician, Student

and

Other

as major groups. All users,

for whom no job description could be derived, are mapped to

Other

group.

Figure 5.7 is an adapted hierarchical schema for the job titles.
Figure 5.8 shows the resultant multidimensional schema based on the extracted elements from the original data including the derived and adapted
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dimensions along with corresponding dimensional hierarchies. Fact tables are
highlighted in color.

Additional dimensions can be added depending on the

data under consideration, e.g., the Thomson Reuters Business Classication
(TRBC) [Reu12] can be employed for grouping the detected companies and
organizations. Once modeled, social media data can be aggregated along types
of businesses and can provide dierent and potentially useful insights. Similarly sports, entertainment content, books, technology and other discovered
entities can be grouped and represented in dimensional hierarchies by adapting
the corresponding classications from various sources. Adapting the ISCO-08
job classication into a dimension and dimensional hierarchy is to demonstrate
the usefulness of enriching OLAP with the elements inuenced by the external
sources that enable real-world analytical perspectives.
The schema shown in Figure 5.8 is designed for the data relevant to general
elections in Pakistan. The case study is given later in this chapter.
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Figure 5.8: Snowake schema for Twitter data including derived and adapted
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Dynamic Dimensions

The frequent use of social networks by millions of users across the globe makes

change

an intrinsic characteristic of social networks. These changes occur on

elements of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data and include user
proles, spatial, temporal, thematic and attention-related data (e.g., #followers, #friends, #favorites, etc.).

The subsequent change propagation in the

data warehouse requires creation of new elements or modication of existing
elements or both. Data features mapped to fact's measures are not problematic
as fact tables, or cubes, are meant to grow in size and accommodate changes as
long as the change does not aect the

structure

by introducing new attributes.

Some changes may result in the creation of new dimensions while others may
require changes in the existing dimensions which are, however, not easy to implement as they contain the descriptive features and hierarchical aggregation
paths to the cube. For example, a change within the hierarchical assignment
invalidates the pre-computed aggregates of a cube along that hierarchy. In the
literature, such dimensions are referred to as

changing

dimensions [Kim96a].

We refer to these dimensions as dynamic dimensions.
In this section, we present proposals from the literature to model the dynamic dimensions and reect on the evolution of data at the data model level.
We further review various proposals from the literature on implementation,
maintenance and querying the dynamic dimensions.

5.5.1

Modeling Dynamic Dimensions

In data warehouse design, data modeling is an essential process in describing data objects and their relationships.

There are various tools that oer

graphical notations (e.g., Entity-Relationship (E/R) Model, Unied Modeling Language (UML) Class Diagram) to perform this important activity. A
prominent contribution in providing a comprehensive methodology for conceptual data warehouse design is the Dimensional Fact Model (DFM) of Golfarelli

et al.,

[GMR98] that does not only oer a graphical notation, but it also pro-

vides a formalization of the concepts. This model was further extended in the
PhD thesis of Mansmann[Man08], referred to as the Extended Dimensional
Fact Modeling (x-DFM ). We chose to use this model for its simplicity, elegance, and expressiveness to deal with modeling
warehouse.

dynamic

elements in a data
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Another example of an interesting dynamic classication in the user dimension is a taxonomy of user intentions introduced in [JSFT07]. The instances

user intention comprise Daily Chatter, Conversations, Sharing Information,
and Reporting News. Assignment of a user to one of the instances in this clasof

sication is based on the analysis of multiple criteria including the frequency
of tweeting, writing direct responses to other users, linking to other sources,
focusing on specic topics, etc. Since many of the users may display multiple
intention patterns and the intention of a user can evolve over time, determining
the primary current intention of a user is not a trivial task and may require
use of sophisticated knowledge discovery methods.
Both classications ranking and

user intention 

introduced here have

a common property distinguishing them from standard OLAP dimensions,
namely, their sensitivity to the evolution of the underlying dataset.

In the

extreme case of requiring full consistency with the current state, that implies
the necessity to update the dynamic elements after each loading of new data
into the cube. This observation leads to a more general problem of coping with
changes in dimensions to be discussed later in this chapter.
Back to the task of the conceptual modeling of dynamic elements, it is apparent that the formal and the graphical notation of the multidimensional data
model need to be extended to support such elements. The x-DFM notation
provides graphical elements for specifying derived categories. We adjust this
notation to specify how a dynamic element is computed. Figure 5.9 shows the
results of adding the user ranking hierarchy to the original cube. The derived
category

ranking

is added as a parent level of

userID

and is linked to the ele-

ments it is computed from by dotted lines. Since the ranking is computed from
the most recent number of followers and friends, the linked input elds are the
measures

#followers

and

#friends

as well as the

timestamp

category of the

time dimension. The label f  attached to the roll-up edge species that the
category is computed based on a formula. Roll-up from
and

popularity

input elds.

ranking

to

ranking %

is a rule-based one (label R) and does not involve any extra

In a similar fashion, roll-up edge notation can be extended to

specify characteristics extracted with the help of external services, APIs, etc.
Similarly, a number of new elements can be derived from the

User

dimension

depending on the focus of the analysis. For example, based on the use case
presented in this chapter, users may change their political support. This makes
political aliation a changing phenomena and needs to be treated accordingly.
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Figure 5.9: Adding a ranking hierarchy to the user dimension
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Figure 5.10: Elections Scenario: UserFact with its dimensions

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 depict the x-DFM notations for modeling the
and

TweetFact,

5.5.2

UserFact

respectively, in the context of elections.

Implementing Dynamic Dimensions

Dynamic dimensions evolve over time along with the evolution of the dataset.
The data warehouse community recognizes the challenge of maintaining evolving dimensions.

The very rst and most practical concept that was also

adopted in the industry is the

slowly changing dimension (SCD),

introduced

by Kimball in [KR02]. SCDs live on a continuum and ideal candidates for the
SCD approach are dimensions with less than hundred thousand records that
may experience changes less than once per year. He further proposes variants
and extensions to this concept when these two conditions are not possible to
meet, e.g., for dimensions with millions of records and/or with more frequent
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Figure 5.11: Elections Scenario: TweetFact with its dimensions

changes in its data. SCDs, their sub-types, and other variants are discussed
in the next section with the intention to investigate, which of these methods
could be adopted when dealing with the data from social media.

Slowly Changing Dimensions
The approach to slowly changing dimensions oers seven dierent methods
referred to as SDC Types for dealing with changes in a dimension. Kimball
gave numeric names to these methods rather than descriptive ones, which have
meanwhile been widely adopted into the vocabulary and practice of the data
warehousing community.

Type 0

response is a passive approach, in which no action is taken to

reect the changes in the dimension. A single instance of the dimension exists,
in which all attributes preserve their original values. This option of preserving
only the historical view may appear satisfactory for some scenarios, but is
inadmissible in general. Especially with dynamic categories, where values are
derived from a specic state of the dataset, it is crucial to keep track of the
changes in such categories for a correct up-to-date assignment.

Type 1 response to SCD is to simply overwrite old values with new ones.
With this option, a single instance of the dimension is being maintained, in
which all values correspond to the most recent assignment. Applying this option to storing the user's rating and intention values for Twitter analysis would
mean inevitable loss of all previously computed values of these characteristics.
Consequently, there will be no possibility to analyze the evolution of those
characteristics or to perform historically correct aggregation.
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Type 2 response aims at correct preservation of the prior history by creating
a new record in the dimension table to reect each change.

Since a single

instance of a dimension is stored allowing multiple rows (one for each change)
to refer to the same instance, an extra surrogate key has to be introduced to
uniquely identify each row, which can be used as a foreign key from within the
fact table. Table 5.1 illustrates the eects of storing the user rating according
to Type 2. A common extension of Type 2 storage is to add extra columns
to the dimension table for storing the start and the end timestamp for each
version. Even though this solution provides an accurate change tracking and
ensures historically correct aggregation, it has a huge disadvantage of having
to replace natural keys by the surrogate ones in the fact table.

Especially

with dynamic categories, whose values are computed from the fact entries,
this approach would imply modication of the existing fact entries. Besides,
aggregation of the facts along such a SCD requires a join with that dimension's
table in order to retrieve the original keys.

Table 5.1: Type 2 SCD strategy for storing user ranking with history preservation
TWEETCOUNT-FACT
FactID

time

date

tweetkey

userkey

#friends

#followers

198776

22:53:19

2012-01-30

43611234

1308331a

15

143

#status #favorited
29

#listed

2

0

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

203980

09:12:38

2012-02-02

72693115

1308331b

24

208

130

14

1

USER-DIM
createdAt
location

origkey

userkey

url

name

ranking

ranking%

popularity

...

1308331

1308331a

-

wp-guru

2010-06-21

London, GB

117.4

83

unpopular

...

1308331

1308331b

-

wp-guru

2010-06-21

London, GB

171.2
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regular

...

Type 3 method enables limited change tracking by using a separate column
for each version of the changed attribute. This method is not an option for
dynamic categories where we expect repeated and unlimited refreshment of
the computed values in the dimensional table.

Type 4 response appears much more promising for managing multiple versions of the dimension's instance. This approach keeps the current data in the
dimension table and extracts older versions into one or several  history

tables.

The Type 5, Type 6 and Type 7 slowly changing dimensions are built on
combinations of Type 1 to Type 4 so we do not discuss these types here.
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The given variants of slowly changing dimensions are not mutually exclusive
and can be used in combination as per requirements. We explain the process
in which we select and implement these variants in our settings.
In the original dataset of Twitter data, there are about 70 dierent data
elds of which 20 are associated with the display settings of the user account.
These data elds along some other are treated as Type 0, i.e., no action is
taken in response to any change in their values.

The data elds associated

with the Tweet object do not change at all over time because once the tweet
is sent, no changes are possible in the set of data elds associated with it,
e.g., content, location, media, author, etc.

The corresponding counters of a

tweet, i.e., retweet counts and favorites counts only change over time.

But

these counters are represented as measures in the fact table so no change in
the tweet dimensions are required. However, in the User object there are set
of data elds that may change, e.g., location, description, URL, screen name,
name, language, etc.

Table 5.2: A regular user dimension
UserID

Name

100000610 Matheus Moreira

URL

Screen_Name

Null

Matheus Moreira

Type1Checksum
478470308

Popularity Type4Checksum
Famous
-218835175

-869233389

Celeb

1602625459

100002627 Norman Rahadianza http://normanrahadianza.com Norman Rahadianza

-1504543708

No

2081320874

100004471

-1221735436

No

2081320874

100000801 Emma Abramobvich http://on.fb.me/dlUAq1
DianaVodanovifa Null

Emma Abramovich
Diana Vodanavifa

Table 5.3: A staging user dimension
UserID

IsNew IsType1IsType4
1

Name

URL

Screen_Name

Sanda Besse

Null

Sanda Besse

100000801 0

0
1

0
0

Emma Abramobvich http://emma.wordpress.com

100002627

0

1

Norman Rahadianza http://normanrahadianza.com Norman Rahadianza

100000666

0

Emma Abramovich

Type1Checksum

Popularity Type4Checksum
No
2081320874
Celeb
1602625459
-869233389
No
2081320874
-1504543708
3242323335

These changing data elds are grouped into non-history preserving, i.e.,
SCD Type 1 and history preserving, i.e., SCD Type 4.
selected for data elds whose

current

Type 1 change is

value is of more importance. For example

name, URL, language and screen name of the user should reect the

latest

status about the user as their previous or history values are not that important.
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However, location and description are of importance and treated using the
Type 4 variant of SCD where the history values are stored in a separate

history

dimension while the current values are reected in the regular dimension. Some
data mining dimensions and derived dimensions are also treated with the Type
4 variant, e.g., the popularity class of users may change quickly as a result of
gain or churn in the number of followers and friends. It is important to keep
history of the

popularity

of users to be able to understand the behaviors that

lead to such change.
Table 5.2 shows a stable user dimension with a selective data elds that
require Type 1 (name, screen name, URL) and Type 4 (popularity) response.
Table 5.3 shows a staged user dimension with additional elds
and

IsType4

IsNew, IsType1

for house keeping. Fields for Type 1 response are grouped together

as shown in red and a hash code is generated for these three elds for each
row in the dimension. Hash code represents a unique numerical value for the
combined values of these three elds. It is much ecient to test this number for
uniqueness or any possible match as compared to testing the value of each eld
separately in their original string data type. The hash code for the popularity
eld is also generated and stored.

Table 5.4: User dimension representing the current state
UserID
Name
100000666 Sanda Besse

URL

Screen_Name

Null

Sanda Besse

100000666 Matheus Moreira

Null

100000801 Emma Abramobvich http://emma.wordpress.com

Matheus Moreira
Emma Abramovich

100002627 Norman Rahadianza http://normanrahadianza.com Norman Rahadianza
Diana Vodanavifa
100004471 DianaVodanovifa
Null

Type1Checksum
3242323335

Popularity Type4Checksum
No
2081320874

478470308

Famous

-218835175

-32881882883
-1504543708

Celeb
Famous

1602625459
-218835175

-1221735436

No

2081320874

Table 5.5: User dimension representing the history
UserID

Name

URL

Screen_Name

100002627 Norman Rahadianza http://normanrahadianza.com Norman Rahadianza

Popularity Type4Checksum
No
2081320874

EffectiveDate
05.04.2011

When the data warehouse is updated with the new data, we test the corresponding hash codes to detect change in the Type 1 and Type 4 related data
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eld and corresponding bit elds are set.

In the Table 5.3 this is explained

with a sample dataset. The rst record is previously non-existing in our sta-

IsNew bit is set.
why the IsType1 bit

ble user dimension that is why the
changed (updated URL) that is

The second record has
is set. The

IsType4

bit

is set for the last record as its popularity class has changed. Figure 5.4 shows
the state of the data warehouse after inserting a

new

record and updating an

existing one. While in response to the change in popularity, a new dimension
is created and the history record is inserted for the previous value of that user
along with the eective date. Table 5.5 shows the history user dimension.
Dynamic dimensions generated from the fact data through data mining
or other computations can be considered a special case of SCD, in which the
changes occur with a certain regularity or in a predictable fashion. The state of
the dynamic category is guaranteed to be fully up-to-date, if it was computed
from the most recent state of the underlying set of facts. However, it may be
unaordable to recompute the assignment each time new facts get inserted into
the cube. Instead, interval-based or on-demand refreshment can be employed
depending on the recency requirements and the prevailing change pattern.
Dynamic dimensions are important to reect the reality of changing data
features in multidimensional analysis, but they have performance overhead
when it comes to maintenance and querying. There is no

standard

solution as

to how these dimensions are implemented to keep up with the acceptable performance thresholds. Changes in the less important data elds are recorded by
over writing the existing values using Type 1 variant while the Type 4 variant
results in multi-versioned instance of any dynamic dimensions. Availability of
the current state as well as of each previously valid state makes it possible to
perform historically correct aggregation by joining the fact entries with the
matching versions of the dimension records. Recent facts can be aggregated
along a historical version of a dynamic characteristic or historical data can be
aggregated along the current state of the changing category.

5.6

Case study: 2013 General Elections in Pakistan

In this section, we show the outcome of using the OLAP technology for social
media analysis.

We performed experiments related to disaster, sports and

elections because these events are largely discussed online on social media.
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Here we analyze the 2013 general elections of Pakistan and present selective
insights that we obtained using our analytical approaches presented earlier in
this chapter.

Figure 5.12: Date Dimension: No. of Tweets sent (a) Daily - May 1014 (b)
Hourly for May 11

General elections in Pakistan were held on May 11, 2013. The tweets from
May 10, the day before the election, to May 14 were considered for our demonstrations. About eleven million tweets, amounting to 97 GB in size, were obtained from the public Twitter stream using the 10% free data access quota. A
combination of search criteria was used to extract tweets relevant to the general
elections including trending keywords relevant to election, political parties and
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politicians. To reduce the load on the data warehouse, the input stream was
pre-ltered within the BaseX system to obtain the relevant set to be uploaded
into the data warehouse. We took advantage of the Twitter's own mechanism
of trending topics to identify relevant tweets.
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Figure 5.13: Political party support by job description

Consider the Figure 5.12 that gives statistics on the tweeting activity dur-
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ing the elections period. Figure 5.12(a) shows the total number of tweets sent
around daily during the ve days period starting one day before the day elections held, till three days after the elections day, i.e., May 10, 2013 to May
14, 2013.

Figure 5.12 shows the total number of tweets sent hourly on the

elections day. Both graphs use the temporal aggregations hierarchy from Date
and Time dimensions. The results plotted are generated using the following
queries respectively.

SELECT NON EMPTY { [Measures].[Tweetcount] } ON COLUMNS FROM
( SELECT ( { [TimeDim].[Time].[All] } ) ON COLUMNS FROM
( SELECT ( { [Date DIM].[Calendar].[Calendar Year].&[2013],
[DateDIM].[Calendar].[MonthOfYear].&[5] } ) ON COLUMNS
FROM [tweetFact]))
WHERE ( [Date DIM].[Calendar].CurrentMember, [TimeDim].[Time].[All] )
SELECT NON EMPTY { [Measures].[Tweetcount] }
ON COLUMNS FROM (SELECT({[DateDIM].[Calendar].[Calendar Year].&[2013],
[DateDIM].[Calendar].[Month Of Year].&[5] } ) ON COLUMNS
FROM [tweetFact])

The NER system that we used can detect many entity types and that includes job titles and political partiesorganizations as well. For the users' proles, corresponding job titles are derived by running the NER algorithm on
the description data eld. Being the time of elections, users explicitly mentioned political parties they supported in their description elds.

The NER

also detected these entities and we derived the support based on the positive
sentiment related to the detected entities (political parties in this case). We
then arranged the political support and job titles in corresponding dimensions.
Figure 5.13 The former shows

support

of social media users to various political

parties from the perspective of users job titles at the

subgroup

level in the

dimensional hierarchy adapted from ISCO-08 [Org08]. Figure 5.14 shows the
same data but from the higher level

major group

in the dimensional hierar-

chy. The following queries were used to generate the data depicted in the two
gures respectively.
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PTI
PML-N
MQM
PPP

Figure 5.14: Political Party Support By Aggregated along Job Title

SELECT NON EMPTY { [Measures].[UserCount] }
ON COLUMNS FROM (SELECT({[JobDim].[JobTitle].[Groups].[SubGroups].[All],
[PartyDim].[PartySupport].[All] } ) ON COLUMNS
FROM [userFact])
SELECT NON EMPTY { [Measures].[UserCount] }
ON COLUMNS FROM (SELECT({[JobDim].[JobTitle].[Groups].[All],
[PartyDim].[PartySupport].[All] } ) ON COLUMNS
FROM [userFact])

Another interesting analytical graph is obtained by plotting the

sentiments

derived from the tweets on the elections day. Sentiments for which there are
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geo-coordinates available, are plotted on the map of Pakistan as shown in
Figure 5.17.

It allows the analysts to understand the mood of social media

population in various parts of country.

Figure 5.15: Entities detected in the Pakistan Elections 2013
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(a) Persons/Politicians

(c) Countries

(b) Cities

(d) Political Parties

Figure 5.16: Bubble graphs for discovered (a) persons, (b) cities, (c) countries
and (d) political parties

Sentiment
Negative
Neutral
Positive

Figure 5.17: Sentiment map across Pakistan

Figure 5.15 shows all the entities detected in a composite bubble graph,
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while Figure 5.16 shows selective entities of importance considering the nature
of the event. These entities are (a) persons, (b) cities, (c) countries and (d)
political parties.
There are many other results that we can report on, for example the top
recipients, top tweeters, top friends, top listed, etc., but it is not possible to
mention in this thesis.

We chose to present most relevant examples just to

demonstrate the usefulness of using the OLAP technology for social media
analysis.

5.7

Summary

OLAP technology is suitable for the analysis of structured data that require aggregations from multiple dimensions. This technology is better utilized when it
is provided with the aggregation gears, dimensions and hierarchies, to summarize or expand numerical values from logical perspectives. In the case of social
media, certain temporal and spatial hierarchies are inherit candidates that
should be used. However, deriving new aggregation hierarchies from the data
or adapting some from external sources increases potential of OLAP operations
and provides better insights to the world of social media. These processes are
explained in this chapter and are also demonstrated with the help of a case
study.
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Chapter 6
Social Business Intelligence
This chapter details the process of using social media to drive business decisions
by bringing conventional business intelligence and social media closer on the
analytical platform of OLAP and proposes an architecture for social business
intelligence.

6.1

Business Intelligence

Business intelligence (BI) tools enable organizations to understand their internal and external environment through the systematic acquisition, collation,
analysis, interpretation and exploitation of information [CCNJ03]. Customer
proling, customer support, market research, market segmentation, product
protability, and inventory and distribution analysis are some of the functions
expected from a BI system. Data warehousing, OLAP, data mining, descriptive and predictive analytics form the foundation of a BI system and are used
to reveal insights, value and information from the loads of data.

A BI sys-

tem is designed to answer questions like  What

has happened? ,  Why has it
performing operational, descriptive

happened?  and  What will happen?  by
and predictive analysis, respectively. BI systems

have been playing a key role

in running a successful business and today, it is dicult to nd a successful
enterprise that has not leveraged BI technology for their business [CDN11].
Data warehousing is the process of accessing data from multiple internal
and external sources, consolidating and storing it on storage systems and
providing easy-to-operate interfaces to business users and applications to access and manipulate this data. Watson and Wixom consider data warehousing
as

getting data in

and regard it as one of the two primary activities of the
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business intelligence system [WW07]. Empowering applications and business
users at various levels to access this data in decision making by performing
enterprise reporting, OLAP, querying, and predictive analytics is a key enabler for increasing value and performance. Thus,

getting data out,

is of much

importance to the organization. Figure 6.1 shows the process of getting data
in and out in a BI framework.

Figure 6.1: Primary functions of a BI system [Watson, 2007] [WW07]

6.2

Social Media Analytics

An overview of social media was given in Section 2.3 earlier in this thesis.
We also discussed the importance of social media in the contemporary landscape and the way businesses are turning to social media for promotion of
their businesses. We listed variety of domains, such as healthcare, education,
transportation, government etc., where social media has been used. The scope
of using social media is rapidly evolving and includes marketing, reputation
management, feedback and customer satisfaction among others.

Figure 6.2

shows the result of a survey conducted on how companies use social media
[BP11]. According to this survey, social media is used to communicate with
customers, promote activities, monitor the brand name, and inspect customer
ideas.
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Figure 6.2: IBM Survey: Usages of social media across businesses

Measuring

social media indicators is important in order to provide useful

information to the decision makers. Heigen in his work [Hei12] compiled the
following list of commonly used social media indicators.

•

Volume of posts:

The volume of posts measures the number of mes-

sages or articles that have been created on social media for a specic
topic over a given period. The volume of created social media posts containing the name of the company (or product/service name) illustrates
to what extent a company is subject of discussion on social media.

•

Engagement:

represents the involvement of users in the brand. Often,

companies measure engagement by the amount of likes, followers, shares,
retweets, favorites, etc.

•

Sentiment

is a measure that represents the attitude expressed in the

content generated by the social media users.

Generally, social media

posts are classied as either positive, or neutral, or negative by linguistic
algorithms.

•

Inuence ranking:

Almost all social media platforms, especially social

networking sites, provide a possibility to follow other users. As a consequence, the messages created by people with many followers will reach
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many other users. Users/customers with strong inuence must be given
priority as their

bad mentions

can be as damaging and

good mentions

can be advantageous for the company.

•

Channel distribution:

In order to understand on which social media

platforms companies are subject of discussion, social media monitoring
tools provide insight into the distribution of the posts related to the
company across the dierent platforms. With this insight, company can
decide to focus on those platforms where their company is subject of
discussion.

6.3

Social Business Intelligence

The integration of social media analytics and Business Intelligence domain is
imminent.

As a matter of fact, big BI vendors have made available social

media tools within their BI solutions. Some of these vendors acquired social
media rms. Examples of such acquisitions are Vitrue And Involver acquired

1

by Oracle and integrated into its platform , and Netbreeze, a multi-lingual
social media analysis tool, bought by Microsoft and undergoing integration

2

into the Microsoft's dynamic CRM software . However, such integration is at
an early stage as most of these solutions aim at the CRM aspect.
BI solutions are known for providing the relevant information to decision
makers eciently.

The underlying processes and components of BI operate

on strictly structured data objects to oer systematic and purposeful analysis of the organization and its business.

However, social media is a rather

novel source of potentially useful data and is comprised of semi-structured and
unstructured data.
Based on the work presented in this thesis, we propose a three-layer architecture for social BI as shown in Figure 6.3 whereas the data at each layer goes
through various processes in its journey from semi-structured or unstructured
form, from social media to analyzable and actionable structured format in the
BI settings. The rst layer, i.e., social data extraction layer, connects to social network platforms and retrieves data using a set of API, such as public
streaming and search APIs of Twitter, GraphAPI of Facebook and YouTube

1 http://www.adexchanger.com/social-media/oracle-rolls-out-social-relationshipmanagement-tool/

2 http://gigaom.com/2013/03/19/microsoft-buys-into-multi-lingual-social-analytics-

with-netbreeze-acquisition/
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Figure 6.3: The three-layer social business intelligence architecture

Data API. It is important to note that each of these APIs enforce certain constraints on the volume of data accessed and the way this data is utilized. Once
cleansed, this data goes to the

data management layer.

At this layer, there is

a data warehouse with a set of data marts for business data, social media data
and user-generated content, and an important
Each data mart stores relevant data about the
URLs), and the social

messages

data enrichment component.
users, media (photos, videos,

(tweets, comments, reviews and status up-

dates). The business data marts in the data warehouse are highlighted in color
and store the data about sales, customers, products, etc. The data enrichment
component, explained in detail earlier in Section 4.3.5, comprises opinion mining, named entity recognition (NER), language detection, topic extraction and
sentiment analysis to extract

value

from the unstructured user-generated con-

tent. The third layer in this architecture refers to

social business application,

which encompasses the relevant analytical and BI operations performed on the
business data, social data and user-generated data from multidimensional perspectives. Once the multidimensional views of respective social mediums are
obtained, intra-medium (within one social network) and inter-media (across
multiple social networks) OLAP can be performed by using the

drill-across
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OLAP operator. Such settings support OLAP on business related data, e.g.,
sales, promotions, marketing, etc., with respect to social media data.
For our work, we implemented the rst two layers, i.e., social data extraction
layer and data management layer. The second layer is partially implemented
for social media data. Because of the unavailability of business related data,
the implementation part is left out.

We extracted data from Twitter and

YouTube but not from Facebook or any other social network. We understand
that incorporating other social networks of interest is more of engineering task
that would extend the same concept.

The data warehouse schema adapted

for YouTube data, given in the Appendix, has three cubes, i.e., channelCube,
videoCube and commentsCube and the dimensions are date, time, userDIM,
videoDIM and some dimensions that are created as a result of data enrichment
procedure. The process of modeling YouTube data, extracting facts, dimensions and enriching the data is similar to that of Twitter except for that fact
that it does not necessarily require a buer database to store the data because
the data from YouTube platform is not streamed.
In the absence of actual business data, we used sample scenarios to explain
our social BI architecture. The work presented in the following sections highlights the benets of integrating BI systems and social media for social business
intelligence.

6.3.1

Social

Social OLAP
OLAP refers to the use of standard OLAP for the multidimensional

analysis of social media together with the business data. Obtaining the multidimensional views of social media, enriching the data and the corresponding
data models sets the stage for exploration of business data from the window
of social media. Such a novel setup that captures the

user

or

customer

activ-

ity on social media and also stores the business data in analytical conformity
can not only be used to see What has happened?, why has it happened?,
or what will happen?

but it can also support the businesses to make their

business decisions. It is a signicant step forward in achieving social business
intelligence.
The utility of having such a setup or as per [WW07] the ability to

out

get data

from such a system depends on how closely the business data and social

media data are integrated. Tight integration of the data from these two worlds
increases the analytical potential of social BI. For arranging social media data
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Figure 6.4: Temporal integration: Social activity vs. sales across date dimension

at a conformance level with that of business data we propose three types of
data integration, i.e., temporal integration, spatial integration and content
integration. Each of these types is discussed below with the degree of eort
required and the corresponding potential of analytical insights that can be
achieved.

1.

Temporal integration
Temporal integration translates to the formation of conformed dimensions across the business and social media OLAP settings and can be
reected in

Date

dimension,

Time

dimension or both dimensions. This

allows analysis of social media and business data following a time-line
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and can potentially answer questions on the activity across both worlds
within a specic time period. Temporal integration can provide answers
at a higher level, i.e.,

year

and as detailed as that of a

second,

for the

fact that almost all social media activity and business transactions are
timestamped recorded.

This integration is considered

loose

and easily

achievable and that is why only certain types of general questions can
be answered when the integration is only carried across the temporal
dimensions. For example, a business can determine the number of

likes,

favorites, shares, comments, etc., over a specic period and see how sales
performed during that period.

However, any further detail on any co-

relation or causality between social activity and sales can't be determined
using only temporal dimensions.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of drilling across two fact tables, i.e., Sales
and TwitterStats with
2.

Date

as conformed dimension.

Spatial integration
Spatial integration refers to the formation of conformed dimensions across
the business and social media OLAP settings and can be reected in

ography

or

Location

Ge-

dimensions. Owing to the embedded GPS modules

in hand held electronic devices, the exact location parameters, i.e., longitude and latitude can be recorded with the social activity of the social
media users subject to the condition that the GPS module is enabled to
broadcast location information. Social media users also have the option
to type in location information on their social media accounts but such
information require extra eort to validate as users can ll in anything of
their choice. The timezone eld can also potentially oer location information but needs not be correct. There are other indirect ways to derive
location information of users, but it requires a lot of eort to achieve
and may still have credibility issues. One such study is done by Hecht

et

al., [HHSC11] and they developed a model to retrieve location indicators
from the contents of the tweets.
On the other hand in the business world businesses do maintain location
relevant information of their stores, products, oces, employees and even
their customers.

Though there is also the slight possibility that the

location information of their customers may not be available or even
may not be correct. But generally businesses do have location relevant
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Figure 6.5: Spatial integration: Social activity vs sales across Location dimension

information of their customers.
For the conformed geography or location dimension, an appropriate granularity level can hold the key for smooth integration of social media and
business data.

It can be not as detailed as geo coordinates but

city

can provide the desired analytical results at the granular level based on
the geography dimension and can be as general as region or continent.
Spatial integration require extra eort and resources to reverse geo-code
location information from the social media and standardize it at a compatible level with the business data.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of

drilling across two fact tables, i.e., Sales and TwitterStats with

Location

as conformed dimension.
Spatial dimensions together with temporal dimensions, can provide in-
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sights at various levels of temporal and spatial aggregates across the
business and social media world.
3.

Content integration
Contented integration can be classed as

tight

integration and can pro-

vide greater insights to the way business actions are perceived across
social media or how social media aect the business activity.

Content

integration has greater challenges to meet in order to provide detailed
answers to analytical questions within and across the social media and
business world and translates into

customer, brand, product

or any other

conformed dimension.

Customer

dimension in a business scenario is related to the user di-

mension on social media and conformity can only be achieved if it is
established that social media user account belongs to a customer in the
business. In the current conventional setup, it is a greater challenge to
link social media accounts with customers in a business. However, social
media is tapping into a new form of e-commerce where its users can
products in the same manner as they

share

or

like

buy

products on social

media. Twitter and Facebook are currently in the testing phase and are
experimenting with the buy button [New14] with limited users but this is
soon going to expand across the whole platform. That would be a point
where formation of a conformed user or customer dimension will be easily
possible and would empower OLAP to answer variety of questions. For
example, is there any relationship between the social activity of a user
and his decision to purchase a product? Or why a particular product is
popular among a particular group of users? Conformity at this dimension
denitely empowers analysts to answer more complex questions regarding the social activity pattern and any co-relation or causality of buying
patterns of users. In the absence of explicit mapping between users of
social media and customers of the business, those who engage (like, favorite, comment, etc.) with the products or brands can be regarded as
prospective customers or complainants. However, this information may
not be as useful as the one obtained where explicit relationship between
users of social media and customers of businesses can be derived.
We propose a general dimensional hierarchy schema for the user of social
media that can be incorporated partially or fully in the social OLAP
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Figure 6.6: Sample hierarchy schema of user dimension for Social BI

setup. Figure 6.6 shows this sample user schema. Count of levels and
hierarchies may change over time to reect evolution across social media.
Figure 6.7 shows a sample results that can be achieved when content integration is carried across customer dimension and the user dimension
from the social media by querying the TwitterStatsCube and the SalesCube.

Product dimension is maintained in the business world with maximum
possible detail.

Brand, product line, product type, size, color and so

many other data elds record information about the products a business
deals in. The correct mapping of the discussed products on social media
with that of business data is again a challenging task. Content integration at this level depends on the detection of entities on the social media
that the business or analysts are interested in.

Use of standard NER

methods as discussed in Section 4.3.5 or using set of keywords referring
to the business products or brands hold the key to accurate detection
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Figure 6.7: Content integration: Social activity vs sales across CustomerUser
dimension

and later, mapping them to the relevant business products.

Modern

named entity recognition systems can identify hundreds and thousands
of products.

However, a customized NER system can yield better re-

sults as certain brands, campaigns, or products may not be listed in the
of-the-shelf NER system.
Consider the following two tweets from Twitter.
you tried to tell me years ago how great samsung is....

and i'm

nally a believer!
iPhone 6 battery's seem to last a lot longer.
In the rst tweet, a business or a company

Samsung

is detected but no

data on the product that the user has tweeted about can be derived. While in
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Figure 6.8: Content integration: Social activity vs sales across Product dimension

the second tweet, a product is detected and other relevant information like the
company and the type of the product can be retrieved from the NER database.
These two tweets present dierent cases of how users mention products or
brands on social media and, as seen, only the second tweet can be linked
with a product line in the business product dimension. Mentions of entities
that qualify as products can then be matched or integrated with the business
product dimension.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of drilling across two fact tables, i.e., Sales

Product as conformed dimension.
the tighter degree of content integration

and TwitterStats with
Figure 6.9 shows

customer, date and location dimensions.

across product,

Such successful integration allows

for the exploitation of the multidimensional analytical capabilities of OLAP
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Figure 6.9: Tighter content integration

systems and makes room for gaining insights to business operations from the
window of social media. If

all

dimensions across both cubes are conformed di-

mensions and the facts at both cubes share the same granularity level then it is
better to merge the the corresponding fact tables into a single one for eciency
reasons. However, achieving such

conformity

is ideal and very rare to happen.

Content-integration allows to derive useful information from social media e.g.,
user buying patterns which can then help business make appropriate decisions
based on user behavior.
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6.3.2

Social OLAP in the presence of multiple social networks

Businesses use multiple social networks to engage with their customers, market their products and receive feedback on their products. Bringing business
relevant data from all or most social networks used by a business requires
extra eorts as data models of these social networks, the data access APIs,
volume and velocity of the data that streams out of their platforms and the
governing rules dier in nature. Once the data extraction is performed, it goes
through an extensive data enrichment process. Each of social network data is
separately modeled in OLAP. In order to perform social OLAP on this data
and gain insights on how the business performance is reected on social media
or how the social media aected the business performance, there can be two
possible scenarios for multi-platform social OLAP. Each of which is discussed
below.

Uni-platform social OLAP
Data from each social network is individually modeled in separate cubes and
dimensions. Followed by the decision of conformed dimensions based on the
integration type with the business data. Figure 6.10 plots the process of analyzing the business sales cube against the data obtained from the social media
platforms individually. Under this scenario, insights on business performance
are obtained from the perspective of each of the social network separately.
Considering the situation shown in Figure 6.10, analysts have three dierent
social networks in focus and the analytical results across all networks are produced in sets of three. Depending on the nature of the business, information
presented in such a form may be sucient to make decisions. But from the
standpoint of BI if the analyst wishes to make a decision requiring the information from all these three networks w.r.t business sales cube to be merged
together then the analyst is required to do manual or out-of-the system calculations, which slows down the process of decision making and undermine the
potential of OLAP systems.

Multi-platform social OLAP
Multi-platform social OLAP requires data from all social networks in consideration to be standardized, merged and stored in a single dimensional schema.
Measures or facts from each of the social networks are merged into uniform
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social measures. For example,

vorites

likes
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on Facebook ,

likes

on YouTube and

fa-

on Twitter can be represented by a single measure given the fact that

they almost carry the same meaning.

retweets

on YouTube and

Similarly,

shares

on Facebook,

shares

on Twitter can be represented by a single measure.

Data in the dimensions of these social networks is also merged in single dimensions.

Such merger of data from social networks allows the analyst to

explore the business cubes from a single composite social cube. Insights obtained can reect individual social network and can also provide

actionable

information at the highest level of granularity without requiring any manual
or out-of-the-system calculations.
Figure 6.11 plots the process of analyzing the business sales cube against
the composite cube of multiple social networks.
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6.3.3

An opportunity for Competitive Business
Intelligence

In the contemporary world, it is very important to keep an eye on one's competitors when it comes to politics and business. According to John D. Rockefeller, an American business magnate and philanthropist [Jul 1839-May 1937],
 Next

to knowing all about your own business, the best thing to know about is
the other fellow's business. For competitive BI, information can be gathered
from any source legally available in the public domain [Imh03] including government websites, reports, interviews, surveys, special interest groups, private
sector sources, and main stream media.

Social media is used by billions of

users across the globe, is a great resource where data about the public sentiment for a brand, company, personality, party, politician, etc., can be accessed
and retrieved.

One can uncover supporting and opposing communities and

regions and friends-and-foes for a subject in focus. The social business intelligence architecture presented here can also be utilized for the very purpose.
Data about the competitors can also be tracked by using a set of keywords
like brands, products names, campaigns, company names, etc., or simply by
making use of standard NER systems. Having such data enables a business to
measure the mood or sentiment of the market and its users about the brand,
product or company and can use this information for making smarter decisions.
Figure 6.12 plots a simple sample scenario presenting social media measures
for competing electronic products.

6.4

Summary

The use of standard OLAP technology, on the one hand, allows the multidimensional and aggregation-oriented analysis of social media data.

On the

other hand, it brings the data from social media in a somewhat compatible
format providing an opportunity for integrating it with the business data. This
chapter actually explores the challenges arising from doing so and suggests the
solutions.

A three-layer business BI architecture is proposed and is used to

capture data from social media and business and store it in the relevant data
warehousing objects. The data enrichment component plays an important part
and makes the ground for smooth integration of data from the worlds of business and social media. We suggested three types of integration and discussed
the eorts required and the potential usefulness of each of these integration
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type. This is followed by a detail discussion on the conguration or setting of
social OLAP system in the presence of multiple social networks and boils down
to the conclusion that multi-platform social OLAP can produce actionable and
consumable information.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter presents the conclusion of the work done in this thesis and mentions the opportunities for taking this research forward in future.

7.1

Conclusion

Data warehouses and the OLAP technology are widely used in dierent application domains. Their ability to do aggregation analysis makes it worthwhile
to use this technology for analyzing social media because social media data
has all the features, i.e., subject-orientation, non-volatility and time-variance
that a data warehouse system fancy. However, social media poses various challenges, i.e., speed of data, semi-structured data format and volume of data that
must be addressed to enable multidimensional analysis of social media using
the data warehouse and OLAP systems. In this thesis, we showed methods to
address these challenges and enhanced the quality of social media data anal-

real-time analytical results but it is kind of
enabling work that is tilted towards right-time data analysis. We conclude our
ysis. Our work does not provide

work as follows.

•

The social media data is generated in continuous streams, in a semistructured data format that makes it dicult for a data warehouse system to keep up with the stream and to store data in the original format
as a data warehouse requires data to be strictly structured.

Storing a

stream is not possible, however, the use of a high performance XML
database BaseX as a buer is the key to perform the initial data format
conversion and lter the stream for relevant data. Section 4.2 details the
process of accessing and taming social media data.
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In the original data, there are elements and objects that qualify to be
modeled in the schema as facts (various counters on message performance
and user prole), dimensions (user, tweet, date, time, etc.) and hierarchies (spatial, temporal, etc.)

in the data warehousing environment.

These objects may provide regular analytical results at the metadata
level. However, there is potential for content-oriented analysis. Methods
discussed in the Section 4.3.4 provides insights to the contents of the
messages and highlight the usefulness of these methods to better exploit
them in the OLAP context.

•

Appropriate dimensions and aggregation hierarchies are crucial to get
useful insights to the data from social media. In Section 5.3, we showed
the utility of data mining to create new dimensions from mining the data
for useful patterns and introduced a knowledge feedback cycle between
the 3

rd

th

layer and 4

layer of the Twitter data warehouse architecture.

These dimensions empower analysts to perform OLAP from new and
useful perspectives.

•

The use of OLAP technology to do multidimensional analysis of social
media can potentially provide answers to the common set of questions individuals, scientists, businesses and research community ask, i.e., What
is trending? OLAP can provide much more insights on the trends so it
is worthwhile to use for social media analysis.

•

Bringing social media data on the same canvas of the data warehouse and
OLAP, which also host business data for many businesses, provides an
opportunity to paint the business picture from the perspective of social
media. However, the quality of the picture depends on how closely the
data from these two worlds are integrated. Tight integration across the
objects of interests from both domains can provide better insights to the
relationships between the products/services a business deals in and the
way social media users look at it.

In the Section 6.3.1, we explained

various data integration types and provided sample scenarios based on
ctitious data that may result from OLAPing business data and social
media data together. We refer to this phenomena as Social OLAP.
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7.2

Future work

There are many interesting and open research issues for further study that
could build on the results and ideas developed in this thesis.

•

Our work beneted from the intermediary XML database engine, i.e.,
BaseX to manipulate and reformat the semi-structured data from live
stream of social media. One interesting extension in this direction is to
bring the live stream into the data warehouse directly for near real-time
data warehousing.

•

There is enough room for integrating data enrichment components (e.g,
language detection, spam detection, entity detection, etc.), within the
data warehouse environment.

We used external libraries and APIs for

semantic data enrichment, which carries performance penalty keeping in
view the large size of data sent out of the data warehouse over a network.
Having such components within the data warehouse environment will
surely result in better performance.

•

NER algorithms take into account the accurately spelled entities in the
complete form or in containment. Social media users, however, mostly
do not pay attention to correct spellings or language. Eorts are needed
to map such misspelled entities to the correct entity class to enable more
accurate dimensional hierarchies and the subsequent aggregations.

•

One interesting and challenging extension to our work is incorporating
non-textual contents, e.g., photos, videos, audios, etc., from social media into the OLAP perspective. Our work considered the semi-structured
and unstructured data (message content and use description) in the original data model and extracted objects compatible with the OLAP environment for analysis. Deriving and extracting similar objects from the
multimedia data will surely oer more insights to analysis. One example
at hand is the

automatic captions

with YouTube videos oering speech-

to-text facility and can be exploited to gain insights to the content of the
video.
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Appendix A

Table 1: Graphical constructs of the original DFM notation

Element
FACT_NAME
measure_1
...
measure_n

attribute_name

attribute_name

Description
A fact is a box-shaped node labeled by the fact's name
and containing the set of the fact's measures.

A

dimension attribute, or level, is a circle-shaped node

labeled by the attribute's name.

A

non-dimension attribute, or property, is an

additional characteristic of a dimension attribute.

A

roll-up relationship is a many-to-one relationship

between a pair of attributes. A directed edge (the bottom
one) is used to resolve ambiguities in case of multiple
incoming roll-up relationships of the same attribute.

An

optional relationship is a many-to-one relationship

with partial participation.

Non-aggregability of measure M

along dimension

D

means inapplicability of any aggregate function along that
dimension's hierarchy.

Non-additivity of measure M
func1, func2, ...

in inapplicability of the

SUM

along dimension

D

operator along that

dimension's hierarchy. Allowed aggregate functions
(operators) are listed as the edge's labels.

results

Continent

ContinentName

PK ContinentID

Year

Country

CountryID

QualityClass

PK qualityType

Class

CountryName
FK1 ContinentID
ContinentName

PK

MonthName
Month
FK1 YearID
Year

Month

MonthID

PK

Year

PK YearID

State
StateID

qualityType

DateDIM
DateKey

Location
LocationID

Minute
Hour

PK,FK1 HourID
PK
MinuteID

PK HourID
Hour

Minute

Description
UTCOffset
TimeZone
StateName
CountyID
CountryName
ContinentID
ContinentName
FK1 StateID

PK

FullDate
DateName
DatenameUS
DateNameEU
DayOfWeek
DaynameOfeek
DayOfMonth
DayOfYear
WeekdayWeekend
WeekOfYear
MonthName
MonthOfYear
IsLastDayOfMonth
CalendarQuarter
CalendarYear
CalendarYearMonth
CalendarYearQtr
FK1 DayID

PK

Hour

QualityType
FK1 QualityClass

PK

QualityType

StateName
CountryName
ContinentID
ContinentName
FK1 CountryID

PK

Day
DayID

DayName
FK1 MonthID
MonthName
Month
YearID
Year

PK

Rankgroupid

SecondID
Second
FK1 MinuteID
Minute
FK1 HourID
Hour

PK

Second

Popularity

PK PopularityID

Popularity

RankGroup
FK1 PopularityID

PK

PopularityRank

ChannelCube

FK2

TimeKey

TimeDIM

Time
Hour
MilitaryHour
Minute
Second
AMPM
StandardTime
FK1 SecondID

PK

FK3
FK7
FK4
FK5
FK6

numRaters
minRating
maxRating
avgRating
numLikes
numDislikes
viewCount
favCount
durationMins
DateKey
TimeKey
qualityType
Rankgroupid
DeviceID

PK,FK2 videoID
PK
timestamp

VideoCube

publishedDate
updateDate
numContacts
numSubscriptions
numUploads
maxUploadDuration
SubscriptionCount
videoWatchCount
userViewCount
totalUploadViews
TimeKey
LocationID

PK,FK1 UserID
PK
ChannelID

Figure 1: A partial snowake schema for YouTube data
commKey

DeviceID

SourceDevice

FK2 commID
FK1 UserID
NoOfVoteUp
NoOfVoteDown
FK3 DateKey
FK4 TimeKey

PK

CommentsCube

Device
FK1 SourceAppTypeID
SourceAppType
SourceID
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UserDIM
UserID

DOB
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Account
Signup_date
updatedDate
Title
Content
Location
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Thumbnail
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SourceApp

Source

PK SourceID
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Title
publishedDate
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Duration
UserID

PK VideoID

VideosDim
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SourceAppType
FK1 SourceID
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JobSubgroupID

JobSubgroup

JobGroup

RankGroup
FK1 GroupID
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Job
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